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STATEMSSI OF PURPOSE

X wish to make a study of the archetypal symbols in 
William Faulkner's story Tha Bear and its sequel ‘Delta 

AutuaKi." These stories rely heavily on mythical and primitive 

elements, and X feel that the insights that modern psychology • 

especially that of Carl Jung •• and comparative anthropology 

have gained into the mechanistn of the unconscious and primitive 

mind can be used to clarify these elements and point up their 

full significance. Such an analysis may, X hope, help to 

resolve some of the critical problems which have centered 

around this seminal work of Faulkner’s.
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CHAPTER X

ARCHETYPES AND PRXMITXVISM

The Bear. Irving Howe writes, "invites a multiplicity 

of subtle readings; it shares in certain qualities of myth; 
It carries a religious aura*.,. 1*̂  This multiplicity of 

readings is possible because The Bear is one of Faulkner1s 

most complex works, containing ever deepening levels of 

meaning: the dimension of adventure or literal action, the 

dixnenslon of historical or social significance, a moral 

dimension, a psychological dimension, and, most profoundly, 

a mythical or archetypal dimension. To speak of the different 

dimenaioQS of a work of literature is in no sense to try to 

limit it; nor are these ways of viewing it mutually exclusive. 

Criticism chooses to emphasize one or the other of these di*  

mentions in order, as Howe elsewhere notes, co "point to a 

dominant emphasis, a significant stress in the writer*6  sub*  

ject or his attitude toward it."^ When X say, then, that 

The Bear can most profitably be discussed by considering 

its archetypal significance, X am in no sense trying to set * 2

^•William Faulkner (New York, 1952), p. 253.

2Politics and the Novel (New York, 1957), p. 16.
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up aa absolute category or to rule out any of the other 

approaches which can be used to enjoy and evaluate it; rather 

X am simply esphaslxlng one of the possible readings the 

one which I think throws the most light on the depth of 

meaning to be found there.

Hie quality of myth and the religious aura which Mr.

Howe mentions lie at the heart of The Bear. It is a work — 

which returns to the beginnings of man’s history, to those-— 

rituals and beliefs which grew out of his earliest primordial— 

efforts to cope with his existence. In short, it is a work 
which draws upon the archetypal patterns of man’s primitive 

and subconscious mind. One critic has written: "It is doubt

ful whether, without a Procrustean fitting process, the events 

of...The Bear could be made exactly conformable to any recorded 

mythical pattern. So much the better, so long as the spirit 
and suggestlveness of myth are available.N^ Ho particular 

myth, it is true, is re-enacted here, but more than the spirit 

and suggestiveness are available: the raw materials out of 

which the myths of all cultures are shaped, the universal—- 

mythic elements, form the basis of the ritual action of The 

Bear. The universality of this mythical material serves to 

broaden and deepen the possibilities of interpretation rather

R. Moses, "Where History Crosses Myth: Another 
Reading of ’The Bear,*" Accent. XIII (Winter, 1953), 22.
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than co restrice It to one particular myth. Walter Slatoff 

sees the value of thia matliod when he writes that so long as 

our reactions co die story are in suspensioa rather than 
crystallised into one hard and fast interpretation, "they 

remain experiences radier than rational or verbal construe* 
tious.**^ Tlius, an archetypal approach •• an analysis of the"' 

symbols around which the action revolves, symbols which — 

essentially are neither rational nor verbal *• will provide — 

us with a method for going to the heart of the mythic ele* — 

ments without restricting Chea to any one reading. X would — 

like, therefore, in thia introduction, to make some remarks 

about the genesis and uses of archetypal criticism.

test for Failure (Xthica, 1960), p. 242.
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”Mythology,” writes Kerenyl, "like the head of Orpheus,
-5 ■goes on singing in death and from afar," Despite Whitman s 

passionately iconoclastic plea **

**Carl Jung and C, Kerenvi. Essays on a Science of 
Mythology (New York, 1949), p, 4,

^Douglas Bush, Mythology and the Renaissance Tradition 
in English Poetry (New York, 1957), p. 3.

Come Muse migrate from Greece and Ionia
Cross out please those Immensely overpaid accounts
Ttmt matter of Troy and Achilles•, wrath and Aeneas*, 

Odysseus* wanderings.
Placard "Removed" and "Ito Let" on the rocks of your 

snowy Parnassus•••

the old legends, the tales from a time sltrouded in the mists 
I

of prehistory, still hold strong and mysterious attraction for 

modern minds, "Myths and tales can hardly be banished to the 

museuia when they have attracted almost all the major English 

poets, not to mention the minor ones, from Chaucer to the 

present," For these myths provide more than rmaantic embel

lishment, more than elaborately decorative metaphor! they 

provide the very core of swch of literature. Archetypal ---

criticism seeks to point up these myths, to seek their origin — 

and to establish their relationship to literature. In order 

to do so the critic must depend heavily oa the Insights that 
psychology and anthropology have provided into the operation 

of the human psyche,
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At the outset we should understand Northrop Frye's 

warning: ’’Because psychology and anthropology are highly 

developed sciences, the critic who deals with this kind of 

material Is bound to appear, for some time, a dilettante 
to ttose subjects."^ This Is generally true, especially 

since the critic's interest in these sciences extends only 

as far as they throw light upon literature} nevertheless 

valuable attetapts have been made and will continue to be 

made by archetypal critics to use these related disciplines 

as tools of criticism* And if mistakes are sometimes made, 

we can take consolation in the assurance of Edward Clover 
that **the academic eclectic is harmless enough.”®

Carl Jung first defined the term archetype in connection 

with his system of analytic psydiology and in doing so inci« 

dentally laid down the basis for archetypal criticism; it is 

necessary, therefore, in order to grasp fully what archetypal 

critics are attempting to do, for us to have some wider* 

standing of his theories* Xt is not possible here nor is 

it necessary to give a detailed account of the developtaent 
of Jung's thoughtor the influence that thinkers from

^’^ly Credo,” Renvon Feview. XXIX (Winter, 1951), 106* 

®FreMd or Jun* (Hew York, 1950), p* 188*
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Schopenhauer to Freud exerted upon its formation,^ but it is 

important to know something about how the theory of arche

types first occurred to him. While working in a hospital, 

he came upon a case which made a tremendous impression cm 

him] the patient was a fifteen year old girl who displayed 

two separate perscmalities. In her waking life she was a 

very commonplace girl, but under hypnosis she displayed a 

knowledge of matters which could not have been ctmsciously 

acquired. To Jung there was something particularly chai* 

lenging about this case and from then on he focused his re

search on the unconscious phenomena of psychosesIn 

dealing with the phantasies of mentally deranged people and 

the dreams of young children, he discovered frequent and 

surprising similarities between these dreams and phantasies 

and the texts of mythology and folk literature, elements 

which could not have been consciously acquired, for the 

dreams contained mythic events which could not have been 

known to the patients or children] there was no question of 

any cryptomesia providing them with this knowledge.MIt

®An interesting account of the development of Jimgls 
views can be fomad in Ira Progoff, Jvri«ii8 Psychology and 
its Social Meaning (Hew York, 1953), pp. 21-35.

l0Ibto.. P. 23.

^^By "cryptoraneaia” Jung means the coining to the conscious
ness of a memory whose origin has been ccxnpletely forgotten, 
so that it seems to be a spontan«>us production. Cf. Raymond 
Hastie, Fellgfon and the Psychology of Jung (London, 1957), p. 51 
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can be proved in aone cases that: there have been no conscious 

normal channels through which the mythological elements
entered the particular person’s unconscious material. So 

that the only possible answer to the occurrence of such ele* — 

ments in the unconscious material is that the unconscious----

mind, apparently as such, consists to large extent of cgrtho* — 

logical material—

Freud had reached similar conclusions, not only In his 

Interpretation of myths like that of Oedipus, but also in 

his tendency to equate the psychology of primitives with 

that of modern neurotics. Of dream symbols he wrotet
We derive our knowledge of them from widely different 
sources: from fairy tales and myths, jokes and 
witticisms, from folklore, i.e, from what we know of 
the manners and customs, sayings and songs, of dif
ferent peoples, and from poetic and colloquial usage 
of language. Everywhere in these various fields the 
same symbolism occurs, and in many of tlusa we can 
understand it without being taught anything about it. 
If we consider these various sources independently, 
we shall find so many parallels to dream-syrDbolima 
that we are bound to be convinced of the correctness of our interpretations,*3

Freud, however, proceeded on a biological, primarily seaual 

basis, while Jung interpreted the unconscious sye&ol forma* 

tlons from a cultural point of view. For a Freudian the

^^Carl Albert Meier, Jun/* and Analytical Psychology 
(Stewton Center, Mass,, 1959), p, 19,

Ceneral Introduction to Psychoanalysis (New York, 
1938), p, 141,
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rituals aad taboos vhich were dealt with consciously by prim

itive utm but unconsciously by modem man seemed atavistic 

reteacions which were manifestations of illness. For a — 

Jungian, however, myth was not just the dream content of the 

inhibited individual, but a protoplastic pattern of the race — 

which bespoke not illness but natural participation in what — 

Jung termed the collective unconscious* —
In Jung’s theory not only personal dreams but universal 

myths arise from the unconscious. For besides the personal 

unconscious, there are present in every individual the great 

••primordial" images, as Jacob Burkhardt called them, the 

symbols of human imagination from time inmemorial. "The 

fact of this inheritance," Jiaig argues, "explains the truly 

amazing phenoaenon that certain motifs from myths and legends 
repeat themselves the world over in identical fonsa."^ 

These recurring motifs Jung calls archetypes, contending 

that they arise out of the collective unconscious of the 

race, the coneen^us Pentium. He felt that the theory of the 

personal unconscious was insufficient to explain the constants 

found in dreams or their resetiilance to the universal myths; 

there must be something below the level of the personal un- 

conscious which could account for the archetypes. The personal 
l42sa Imxa. sa Isxc&dmln J2s, collected 

Porks of C. G. J m?! (New York, 1953), Vol. 7, p. 64.
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unconscious, Jung wrote, "includes all the contents that 

have become tmconscious.... The collective unconscious on 

the other hand, ccreprisea all that is unconscious, that is

to say all the Inherited possibilities of representation 

which are not individual but ctmon to the whole of mankind," 
(Jung's italics,) Freud, in his later works, arrived at a 

view surprisingly similar to Jung's:

In studying reactions to early traumata w 
often find to our surprise that they do not keep 
strictly to wliat the individual himself has 
experienced, but deviate from this in a way that 
would accord much better with their being re* 
actions to genetic events and in general can be 
explained only through such influence. The be* 
havior of a neurotic child to his parents when 
under the Influence of an Oedipus and castration 
coc^lex is very rich in such reactions, which seem 
unreasonable in the individual and can only be 
understood phylogenetlcally, in relation to the 
experiences of earlier generations•••• In fact It 
seems to me convincing enough to allow to venture 
further and assert that the archaic heritage of 
mankind includes not only dispositions, but also 
ideational contents, memory traces of the expert* ences of former generations,^6

15 ^Seelenproblene der Gepiem^rt (Zurich. 1931), p, 164,
^^Moses end Monotheism (New York, 1939), pp. 156*57,

We might say in summary, then, that while Jung accepts 

the idea of a personal unconscious, he further posits a store 

basic level of unconsciousness, the collective, and that it 

provides each Individual with a cast of Images and motifs, 

the archetypes, which, be further argues, are biologically 
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inherited! "We mean by collective unconscious, e certain 

psychic disposition shaped by the forces of heredity$ from 

it consciousness has developed. In the physical structure 

of the body we find traces of earlier stages of evolution, 

and we may expect the human psyche also to conform in its 

make*up to the laws of phylogeny.For the purposes of 

literary criticism it is not necessary to enter the contro
versy over the nature of the transmission of archetypes,^® 

nor even to accept the whole of Jung's analytical psycho

logy; it is sufficient to realise that there is a body of — 

archetypes which have universal manifestation and signlfi* —— 
cance.^ In this sense Leslie Fiedler gives the term arche

type perhaps its broadest definition when he uses it to 
"mean any of the immemorial patterns of response to the I 

human situation in its most permanent aspects...whether ) 

those patterns be considered to reside in the Jungian

^Modern Man In Search of Soul (New York, 1933), p. 190

l®Most literary critics reject this idea as none of 
their concern. Northrop Frye calls this part of Jung's 
theory "an unnecessary hypothesis in literary criticism, so 
far as I can judge.* Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton, 1957), 
p. 112. Rene Vellek refers to it as l,a dangerously occult 
idea." Concepts of Criticism (New Haven, 1963), p. 335.

^®For a discussion of those myths which are universal 
cf. Clyde Kluckhorn, "Recurrent Themes In Myths and Myth
making" in Richard M. Ohmann, The Making of Mvth (New York 
1962), pp. 52-65.
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Unconscious or the Platonic World of Ideas»w^

If we consider Jung to be one of the parents of arche

typal criticism. Sir James Frazer would be the other. His 

monumental work. The Golden Bounh. which appeared in twelve 

volumes from 1890 to 1915, was a study of magic and religion, 

tracing numerous myths to their prehistoric beginnings. The 
Golden Boup.h. along with Sir Edward Taylor*8 Primitive Cul

ture (1871), gave rise to a school of comparative anthropology 

which traces the cross-currents of myth from culture, as well 

as to a group of Cantabrigian scholars who might be considered 

the forerunners of the archetypal critics. This group, com

posed of Jane Harrison, F. M. Cornford, Gilbert Murray, 

Andrew Lang and others, dealt with the ritual conflicts 
21 underlying the works of the Greek tragedians and Hcxaer, 

T. S. Eliot, In his notes to The Wasteland, acknowledged a 

debt to the work •’which has influenced my generation pro

foundly; I mean The Golden Bounh.” For, if Jung bad provided 

the machinery, Frazer had provided the raw materials for 

archetypal criticism, the myths themselves. Together the 

two disciplines, psychology and anthropology, have created a

20”Archetype and Signature,** Sewanee Review. LX (Spring, 
1952), 261-262.

^^Wllbur Scott, Five Approaches to Literary Criticism 
(New York, 1962), p. 249?
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literary tool, a method for seeing deeper Into the nature of 

symbols than we have seen before.

Two facts must be retaembered when dealing with archetypal 

criticism: there are universal myth and dream symbols and 

these figure In much of our literature. Clyde Kluckhorn has 

written that "certain features of mythology...are apparently 

universal or...have such vide distribution In space and time 

that their generality may be presumed to result from recurrent 

reactions of the human psyche to situations and stimuli of the 
----- 22 same general order." These recurrent reactions result in 

“the formation of imaginative productions, of powerful images. 

Mircea Ellada points out, for example, that ’Ve encounter the 
•paradise myth1 all over the world In more or less coupler 

forms.

These myths, of course, appear in literature. It is to 
be expected of the poet, Jung writes, "that he will resort to 

mythology in order to give bls experience its most fitting 

expression....The primordial experience is the source of his 

creativenessNorthrop Frye is equally insistent on the

22"Recurrent Themes in Myth and Mythmaking,” p. 52.
23jbld., p. 55.

2^>>The Yearning for Paradise in Primitive Tradition," 
in Ohmann, The Makins of Myth, p. 84.

25Modern Man, p. 189.
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archetypal nature of literature1

The search for archetypes is a kind of literary 
anthropology, concerned with the way literature 
is informed by pre*llterary categories such as 
ritual, myth and folk tale. We next realize that 
the relationship between these categories and 
literature is by no neans purely one of descent, 
as we find then reappearing in the greatest 
classics ** in fact there seems to be a general 
tendency on the part of great classics to revert to them.* 2®

26nMy Credo," pp. 99-100.
^^Quest for Myth (Baton Rouge, 1949).

2^Forra and Feeling (Sew York, 1953), p, 274,

Thus, in summary, we may conclude that there ere univer

sal symbols and motifs, the archetypes, which figure in myths 

the world over and recur in conscious literary works. It is, 

however, necessary to make one very basic distinction which 

has not always been observed by myth critical though litera

ture includes myth, it is not myth, Richard Chase, for 

example, refuses to accept this distinction, insisting that 

myth and literature are synonomous and that folk-lore, legend 

and so forth can be treated as literature. Such a view, I 

think, leads only to confusion, Susanne Langer, one of the 

pioneers in the modern study of myth, is quite correct when 
she states that "Legend and myth and fairy tale are not in 

themselves literature, they are not art at all,,.; however, 
they are the natural material8 o£^art.M^®
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Along this 11m another Important distinction is made by 

Fiedler. We have already seen his definition of archetype; 

to sappleraeat this he introduces another term, signature.
**X use Signature to mean the sum* to tai of Individuating fac

tors in a work, the sign of tlie Persona or Personality, 

through which the Archetype la rendered....Literature, 

properly speaking, can be said to come into existence at 
the moment a Signature is imposed upon the Archetype. The

..70 purely archetypal, without signature elements, la the myth.”

Myth can be retold in any language and in any form just so 

faith Is kept with the basic plot sad essential symbols, 

but when one of these myths Is fashioned into literature by 

Milton or Sickens or Faulkner, the signature is uromlstakable. 
The Cinderella story stay take many forms, but Shaw’s Pvfynaltan 

bears its author's unique imprint.

^^"Archetype and Signature,” pp. 261-62.
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Faulkner, without consciously trying or intending 
to do so, seems to have created novels and short 
stories which have directly placed him in the 
school of psychological novelists *• particularly 
In that group which concern themselves with the 
primacy of the will and the unconscious in man's 
behavior.

Any interpretation of what Faulkner Is about 
in his stories will be greatly aided by a recog* 
nition of the extent to which he utilises the 
anti*intellectual, subconscious concepts of human character,^

The subconscious and the non*ratlonal, two dominant factors 
in Faulkner's art •• and nowhere moreso than in The Be^r •• 

are the basis of Jung's psychology, which is ultimately a 

world*vlewi MThe rational attitude of culture necessarily 

runs Into Its opposite, the Irrational devastation of culture. 

We should never identify ourselves with reason, for man Is not 

and never will be a creature of reason alone,•••The Irrational 

cannot and must not be extirpated. The gods cannot and must 
not dle,*^^

In a sense acceptance of Jungian psychology entails a 

distrust of the purely rational and an understanding of the 

vital role played by the emotions, the Intuition or whatever

^Harry M, Campbell and Ruel E, Foster. William 
Faulknert A Critical Appraisal (Norman. 1951), p, 42,

^Jung, Fssavs on Analytical Psychology, p, 71,
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name we give to the faculties of subconscious apprehensioni 

faculties found more evident and more operative in primitive 

than in civilized man. The struggle of Isaac McCaslin is. In 

large part, to escape the shackles which lock him In a social 
and intellectual system based on “the rational attitude of 

culture,* to escape the shackles by flight Into the wilder* 

nesa, by a return to the understanding of primitive man, by 

participation in archetypal rituals# Thus Ike can say of Sam 

Fathers, the primitive Indian, the old priest of the wilder* 

nesst He set me free.
The question of Faulkner's primitivism has been discussed 

so often that for me to take it up again here might seem un* 

warranted) yet the discussion has often been predicated on a 

misunderstanding of the true nature of primitivism as a philo

sophic position. Frlmitlvism is often thought of in Rousseauian 

terms •* the noble savage, the unspoiled, idyllic life of the 

childlike naif in a state of natural grace# When Neal Woodruff 

argues that "There is no rigid scheme, no consistency to sug* 

gest that fulfillment is a consequence of being poor white, 
32or Indian or a child,” he Is thinking of Faulkner's prlmi* 

tivism in this rather shallow Rousseauian sense. Yet I think 
Faulkner's primitivism is far more profound than thati it is

^*'Tbe Bear' and Faulkner's Moral Vision,” Studies In 
Faulkner (Carnegie Series in English, no. 6) (Pittsburg, 1961,) 
p# 59#
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a vay of seeing the world, of ordering experience, and Is 

thus basically an epls ton# logical and axiological system, 

albeit one which rejects the rational In favor of a more 

basic and archaic way of knowingi MXdeas and facts,* 

Faulkner believed, *have very little connection with truth.

James Baird In his book Ightnael argues that the cultural 

failure of the West, especially the failure of its religious 

system, forced many writers outside a comfortable orthodoxy 

Into a search for symbols to embody their vision of life; 

this search led to the examination of primitive religions 

and the mythical substructures out of which they grew. 
"Authentic primltiviBm is a mode of sentience, a creed 

springing inevitably from a state of cultural failure. It 

represents one attempt of Western man to restore the symbol* 
ism of human existence.*^ Such a philosophy is quite dif* 

ferent, Baird contends, from the Bousseaulan primitivism 

which he terms *the symbolima of nostalgic reference,* that 

is *the symbolic presentati<Mi of instances of the archaic, or 
distant, or •remotely good.1*^ The mode of life of the 

American Indian, for example, might be seised upon as pure

^Quoted in Jean Stein, •Writers at Works William 
Faulkner.* Paris Feview. IV (Spring, 1956), p. 49.

^(Baltimore, 1956), p. 3.

33Ibld.. p. 8.
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and good because It la direct and simple, but thia la not to 

go to the heart of primitivism, to the central religious 

aymbola which give primitive life Ite existential meaning. 
Such decorative primitivism Baird rejects, and X wish to 

follow him: for in The Bear Faulkner is recreating the true 

mythical past of the primitive mind; his primitivism is more 
than nostalgia or romantic metaphor, *^e must see the dis* 

tinetions between the artist of nostalgic reference, the 

8yrix>list of externalities,and the artist of primitive 

feeling,•••the marker of life symbols reconstructing an 

archetypal reality, Faulkner is the second type of artist, 

and in such art primitivism and the use of archetypes are 

merged in an atavistic return to the archaic past, through 
the artist’s own subconscious, in search of a culture and a 

symbolism to replace the dead faith of his own age. Like 

Jung and Baird, he sees modern man not as a separate creature 

in time, but as preserving archaic man within himself. As 

modern psychology has stotm us, WA single person may step 

out of his cultural pattern at any time, producing dreams 

or acts which bring again to life myths which might have 
been thought to be dead or outgrown,,,,“37

^Joseph L, Henderson and Maud Oakes 
2M nxihx o* gea^, IsMrttx sgd 

York, 1963771?, 15.
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The B<*ar. of all Faulkner,e works, relies most heavily 

on primitive archetypes, on the myths we thought dead or out

grown* Through participation in ancient rituals and rites •• 

which I shall delineate in the following chapters -• Isaac 

McCaslin seeks to return to the religion and culture of 

primitive man, to attain a vision of life lost la modem 

civilized culture* His return is a journey out of civiliza

tion, out of consciousness, out of Christianity Into the 

wilderness, the unconscious, the archetypal. He seeks escape 

from the decay and corruption of his own time and place in 
the eternal archetypes which lie at the core of man’s 

earliest experience.

Critics have wante d to see The Bear as an artistic state

ment of one or mother modem creed. Hyatt Waggoner, who Is 

determined, despite all Faulkner cm do to prevent it, to 
make him a Christian, sees the "theology* of The Bear as "a 
kind of ’deioythologlzed* and somewhat romantic Christianity.*^® 

Heal Woodruff, on the other hand, writes, “The Christian 

motifs and Biblical analogies, however — both covert and 

overt, early and late — seem to me to parallel a humanistic 

vision, to illuminate and reinforce it, but not to transform

ton, 1959), p. 207.
Jefferson to the World (Lexlng- 
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it into a Claris tian aceowt of taan,*^ Thora ar a, without 

doubt, aany Cids tian overtones, but tha point to bo stressed 

is that the syt^ols and allusions used are not those unique 

in Christianity but are tltose wlilch Christianity s’.iares with 

other religions, which are coacaon to all oea, which, in short, 

are archetypal, likewise, the values that Xke discovers in 

the wilderness may parallel those of tairoanisci, but they are 

not accepted because they are the values of tRanaaiso$ rather 

they aro the primitive values that Bee acquires from the 

hmt, the wilderness, the old bean endurance and pity and 

tolerance and forbocrance and love. And in many other ways 
Faulkner1s vision in The Bear is opposed to tho principles of 

humanism; there is no sense of the progress or perfectability 

of man; if anything. Just the opposite is true: what modem 

man has considered progress is the very force which is de

stroying the value of life. The symbols of Christianity and 

huMenian, however, Faulkner employs in so far as they serve 

bls artistic purpose. Be once spoke of Christianity as the 
Jewish fairy tale fehicb was isiposed on the Western world,^® 

yet, because of their value, he would not hesitate to employ 
CXirlstlan syubols: ”...out of the background of religion

^,eThe Bear1 and Faulkner1# Moral Vision,” p. 44.

Orleans Sketches (Rew York, 1961), p. 54.



vhlch ve have and which la a part of tlie experience tlie writer 
draws frosEtve««lf it [the symbol] sems good at the moment, 

tie uses It with all gratitude...

^^Quoted in Joseph L. Fant and Robert Ashley, eda«, 
Faulkner at Vest Point (New Tork, 1964), pe 102,
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Alexander Kern has called The Bear “the profoundsst and 

aost penetrating exploration to date of the American myths 

of the destruction of the Eden of the wilderness and the fate 
of the AdaodLc heroe*^^ Although it is particularly American, 

The Bear really deals with the universal theme of the loss of 

Eden and the dispossessed Adam« In examining a work which 

relies so heavily on myth. It seems to me that the mythical 

or archetypal approach that I have discussed will be of great 

value. Such an approach is, however, fraught with certain 

dangers. Cleanth Brooks has sheen this clearly •• and 

amusingly:

Anthropology has been used to throw startling 
light upon the Coopson family. In The Golden 
we are told that in Burma adulterers kill a pig to 
atone for their crime and pray that the hills and 
streams will be healed, tow someone has noted that 
the Corapsona kill a pig for their Christmas dinner, 
but they do it without penitence and without ex* 
pressing any wish for atonement. This is so in* 
genious that the voice of coanon sense may seem 
that of a churlish spoilsport. Yet only one of 
the Compsons, Uncle Maury,' is an adulterer, and 
Uncle Maury is not Bunoese. Shall there be no 
more innocent consixaptlcm of pork chops end spare 
ribs in Yoknapatawpha Cmmty because someone has 
rca^ Golden

^“Myth and Symbol in Criticism of Faulkner’s ’The Bear’" 
in Bernice Slote, ed.. Myth and Symbol (Lincoln, 1963), p. 154.

^^illlam Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha Country (Sew Haven, 
1963), pp. 7*8. The article to which Brooks refers is Barbara 
Crossman, “The Sound end the Furyl The Pattern of Sacrifice,* Arizona Ojarterly, XVTTl^bS), p. 11.
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Certainly ccamtm sense rebels at this sort of legerdemain} 

certainly cosmtm sense oust always teoper the use of arche* 

typal criticism, as it oust, indeed, any criticism. But common 

sense alone seldom allows the reader of a work of art to re* 

ccive its full ieapacti thus, X take it, we have scholarship, 

the attempt to discover the figure in the carpet. Whether the 

criticism be historical, psychological, textual or archetypal, 

this is its purpose. To argue, therefore, as Mr. Brooks does, 

quite cogently, that the archetypal approach can be and often 

is misused is not to argue against the validity of the instru

ment itself} the scalpel is not to blame when the doctor slips

Many critics, however, want to discredit the netted It* 

self, and, while this is not the place for a general discussion 

of the pros and cons of myth criticism, X would like to con* 

aider briefly the most persistent, yet perhaps the most feeble 
charge brought against it. Malcolm Cowley’s attack is typical 

and probably the best knowni instead of approaching any 

imaginative work as an object to be studied for itself and 

revealed in its true nature, they are tempted to regard it as 

subject matter for an imaginative work of their own, a critical 

tone poem or fantasia. The result is that the work under dis

cussion may be transformed into something its author never 
intended it would be.*^ Cowley concedes that myth criticism

^The Literary Situation (Stew York, 1958), p. 15.
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can give texts “a new dimension* But,* he adds, *tbe fact 

regains that far too many of the readings are more like 

spiritualistic seances or demonstrations of parlor magic• 
When the critic utters an incantation, waving his sorcerer,s 

wand ** presto! •• everything Is transformed into something 
elsi,"5

45Ibid*. p* 16*

^^W* K* Wlmsatt and Monroe C* Beardsley, Sewanee peview* 
LXV (1946), pp* 468*88* Cf* T. M* Gang, "Intention.” Essays 
in Criticism. VXX (1957), pp. 175-86} R* Jack Smith, "Inten* 
tion In an Organic Theory of Poetry,* Sewanee peview. 1.VX 
(1948), pp. 625*33*

There is no doubt, certainly, that some myth critics 

have gone to extremes and have offered readings which seem 
ridiculousi Cowley is particularly appalled by Richard Chase’s 

book on Melville* But to dismiss all significance and meaning 
in a work that the author did not "intend* Is surely an anach

ronism in modern criticism* The coun de grace was delivered 

a number of years ago in an article *Ihe Intentional Fallacy,* 

the contents of which are so widely known that X need not
46 reiterate* A nutiier of years before this, however. Miss 

Maud Bodkin, one of the first of the archetypal critics, bad 

anticipated and effectively answered the kind of objection 

which Cowley raises* X will let her statement serve as de

fense for the archetypal approach to criticismi
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It is with the complete resources of our minds 
that we oust appreciate, if appreciation is to 
be genuine. If, for instance, we have found 
certain elements in experience made newly explicit 
through the teaching of Freud, that new awareness 
will enter Into our appreciation of Othello, or 
of Hamlet, though it was not present in Shakespeare’s 
own thought, nor the audience for whom he wrote* 

One can no more bind within the limits of 
the author’s intention the interactions of new 
minds on a play or poem that lives on after his 
death, than one can restrict within its parents’ 
understanding the interrelations of the child 
that goes forth from their bodies to live its own life in the world***

If, then, the search for archetypal meaning in a work of art 
leads into the dark recesses of man’s unconscious and into 

the dim history of his primitive past, we must be willing to 

pursue it there) whether or not the artist knew that he too 

had traveled there Is trot, strictly speaking,the concern of 

the literary critic* Many an artist is surprised by the depth 

of his own visions perhaps here lies his genius* And we can 

only be grateful that psychology and anthropology help us 

fathom it*
’’Myths,” Albert Camus wrote, ’’are made for the Imagination 

to breathe life into them*11*® New and significant meanings are 

breathed by each generation of writers into tales which arose 
out of man’s earliest awareness of his world and himself*

^Archetypal Patterns in Foetry (Oxford. 1934), p. 334*

*^The Myth of Sisyphus (New York, 1955), p* 89*
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Thus a poet as modern as Yeats couches his vision la a legend 

as ancient as that of Leda. It la the purpose of archetypal 

criticism to Interpret anew these myths. Stanley Edgar H^snan, 
evaluating Miss Bodkin’b contribution to criticism, said, ’’She 

not only has used the poem to illustrate her archetypal pat* 

tern, but has made the pattern Illuminate the poem,..,and 

greatly heighten and inform enjoyment.In so far as X am 

able, X want to perform the same function for The Be^r.

^The Armed Vision (Mew York. 1952), p. 147.



CHAPTER TWO

WATER AND THE WILDERNESS

Floyd Watkins, seeking to capture the spirit of The Rear 
by accompanying a group of Faulkner*s Oxfordians on a hunt to 

the Delta, described the wilderness •• or what was left of 
It •" as Ha man’s world •• or a boy’s.”^ This rather casual 

remark carries a great deal of meaning, for in it is the crux 
of Faulkner’s attitude toward the wilderness: It is the world 

of the boy, the world in which he can escape the restrictions 

and traditions of society, the entanglements of family, and 

that most horrible symbol of civilization •• woman. It is the 
world of Huck Finn’s raft, Ishmael’s ocean, Nick Adam’s Big 

TWo-Hearted River: the primal wilderness, uncorrupted, the 
boy’s dream.

In this chapter I want to set forth Faulkner’s attitude 

toward society and the wilderness, stewing bow he holds views 

on each which have long and honorable tradition In American 

literature and social thinking; and then to present the basic 

archetypal syetel which he uses to characterize the wilder* 

ness — water. The first of these tasks has been performed

^nDelta Hunt,” Southwest Review, XLV (Summer, 1960), 
p. 268.
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often before, and touch of what X will say la an assimilation 

of the view of other critics; the second has not been com

mented upon, however, although through the water symbolism, 

Faulkner makes his most profound statement about the wilderness
Faulkner's belief in the cocmunal nature of the land, a 

kind of primitive, non-rational cooexmlsm, is central to his 

philosophy in The Bear, but it runs as an important theme 
throughout much of his work. In ”Lo,e (1935) an Indian reminds 

President Jackson that wGod,s forest and the deer which he put 
in it belong to allM;^ in ,*Retreat" (1938) Buck and Buddy 

McCaslin believed that "land did not belong to people but 
people belonged to land," Faulkner’s view of the land as an 

almost mystical force can be seen in another passage from The 
Unvanquished: "the earth would permit them to live on and out 

of it and use it only so long as they behaved and,,,if they 

did not behave right, it would shake them off just like a dog 

getting rid of fleas.This view Faulkner instills in Ike 

McCaslin who, as an old men, we are told, "owned no property 
and never desired to since the earth was no man’s but all 
men’s, as light and air and weather were.,.,"^

^Collected. Stories (New York, 1943), p, 401, 
^The Unvanculshed (New York, 1938), p, 54, 
4Ibid.. p. 33.

^Go Down.. Moses (New York, 1955), p. 3, Hereafter refer
ence to this work will be cited by the abbreviation
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The very phrasing of this view is similar to the views 

of the nineteenth century American radicals such as Thorstein 

Veblen or Henry George. George wrote, ’’The equal right of 

all men to use the land is as clear as their equal right to 

breathe the air •* it is a right proclaimed by the fact of 
their existence.**^ This strain of radicalism has, oddly 

enough, rim through American social thinking since the begin* 

ning of our history; odd, because in no other country has the 

concept of private property and provate ownership of the land 

become so deified as it has in America. The Shakers, the 

experimenters at Brook Farm, Emerson, Thoreau •• these and 
many more, however, thought counter to the rising tide of 

selfish private ownership. In doing so they had a long tradl* 

tlon of social thinking behind them. The Biblical injunction, 
“The land shall not be sold forever,**^ and the attitude of 

Christ and the early Christians toward private property pro* 

vided part of the framework for such thinking. By the eigh* 

teenth century a philosophy based on the concept of natural 

rights had grown up to support the idea of communal ownership 

of land, a philosophy expounded by •* among others -• Locke, 

Rousseau, and the Physiocrats, wlu) contended "that the evils

Progress and Poverty (New York, 1953), p. 338.
^Leviticus 25;23.
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which plague mankind derive from the private ownership of land, 

that when men claim to possess the earth they claim to possess
R those who live upon it as well.”

Rousseau in his “Discourse on Inequality” stated this 

philosophy as forcefully as possiblei

The first man wlio, having enclosed a piece of 
ground, bethought himself of saying This is mine. 
and found people simple enough to believe him, was 
the real founder of civil society. Fran how many 
crimes, wars, and murders, from bow many horrors 
and misfortunes might not any one have saved man* 
kind, by pulling up the stakes or filling up the 
ditch, and crying to his fellows, “Beware of Ils* 
tening to this imposter; you are undone if you once 
forget that the fruits of the earth belong to us 
all, and the earth itself to nobody.”9

Faulkner, in Absalom. Absalom! relies heavily on this idea for 

the tragedy of Thomas Sutpen. “Where he [the boy Sutpen) lived 

the land belonged to anybody and everybody and so the man wtio 

would go to the trouble and work to fence off a piece of it 
and say, •Thia is mine,* was crazy.But returning to civi* 

lization, Sutpen sees the man who bad fenced off the land and 
said, “This is mine,*1 1A0 bad bought and used other people 

and said they were his; and Sutpen, too, is made mad by the 
desire to own land and people of whom he can say “This Is mine.” * g 

RDale G. Breeden, “William Faulkner and the Land,* 
American O»carterlv. X (Fall, 1958), p. 345.

gThe Social Contract (Sew York, n.d.), p. 193.
l0(New York, 1951), p. 221)
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Hie own tragedy, and the tragedy of his family, and of the 

South, is the tragedy of ownership of the land and, conse* 

quently, of the Negro.
Xke*s grandfather, Carothers McCaslin, like Sutpen, 

also founds a dynasty based on land he bought from Indians *• 

land not really theirs to sell *• and like Sutpen, he comes 

to own people as a consequence of owning the land* And like 
Sutpen*s, his family suffers the tragedy of ownership and 

slavery. "Social man’s initial error is to think that he 

can own the land. That error alienates him from truth and 

from himself....His illusion that he can possess things cul

minates in his attempt to possess other human beings 

Thus the tragedy of the Thomas Sutpens and the Carothers 

McCaslins is their grasping attempts to own land, thereby 

forfeiting true feeling for it, and to own other human beings, 

thereby forfeiting human understanding and affection. When 

Carothers buys Sam Fathers and his mother, a quadroon slave, 

from Xkemottube, the Indian chief, he is victimising them in 
the same way that he has victimised the land.^

This desire for things, for property, Faulkner seems to

^^Eckaond L. Volpe, A Reader’s guide to William Faulker 
(New Tork, 1964), p. 248.

12Cf. Stanley Sultan, "Call Me IshmaelI The Hagiography 
of Isaac McCaslin,** Texas Studies In Literature and ILan-uere. 
Ill (Spring, 1961), p. 54.



say, lias at the heart of what we call civilization. Opposed 

to it is the wilderness, where the land and the men are still 

free: the distinction between master and slave, white and 

black, the conventions and restrictions imposed by society 

have no meaning there. As a boy, Ike had come to a knowledge 
nof the wilderness, of the big woods, bigger and older than 

any recorded document: •• of white men fatuous enough to be* 

lieve he had bought any fragment of it, of Indian ruthless 

enough to pretent that any fragment of it had been his to con* 

vey....It was of the men, not white nor black nor red but men, 

hunters, with the will end hardihood to endure and the humility 
and skill to survive,...*^ Compare Ike*s view of the wilder* 

ness with this statement of Emersons: "So the reliance on 

property...is the want of self•reliance,...[Men) measure their 

esteem of each other by what each has, not by what each is. 

But a cultivated man becomes ashamed of his property, out of 

new respect for his nature. Especially he hates what he has 

If he sees that it Is accidental, ** came to him by inheritance, 
or gift, or crime; then he feels that it is not [worth (sic)) 

having; it does not belong to him, has no root In him.

These words fit Ike exactly: he values the wilderness because

13Cm. p. 191.

^■^"Self-Reliance.* Essays: First Series (Boston. 1893),
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ia it each ean la judged by whae he la not by what he has, 

and he Is ashamed of his property because It la the inherl- 
taoce of his grand£athsr,s crimes. Property, then. Is the 

hallmark of civilisation, freed<xa the hallmark of the wilder* 

nesa.

These antlnoodes are basic to understanding The Beari 

property versus freedom, civilisation versus the wilderness. 

Faulkner has adopted wa theme •* a point of view, in fact *• 

deeply erobeddad In Aiaerlcaa literature. In the conscious and 

unconscious memory of American writers, the woods and river 

have loomed large because of their associations with a prlmi* 

tive and natural existence, free from the restraints and cor* 

ruption of civilisation.For Cooper the life of the Indian 

in the calm and beautiful surroundings of the virgin forests 
(somewhat overly romanticised perhaps) seemed good and true. 

"The wickedness and waste of the settleosnts,* a favorite 

phrase of Lasthorstocking. Is contrasted with his own simple,
16 honest life In the wilderness, a Ufa which finally dis* 

appears before the axe of tho destructive settlers. In H»ck 

Finn the boy and the slave seek to escape the complexity and

l^Melvln Backman, "The Wilderness and the Ksgro in 
Faulkner’s ’The Bear,’" PHU. LXXVI (Dec., 1961), p. 596.

^^Ursula Bruran, "Wilderness and Civilisations A Kota 
on William Faulkner,” Partisan Feview. XXII (Summer, 1955), 
p. 342.
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corruption of civilization on a raft in the Kieaiaaippi, where 

they eatabliah a pure and idyllic friendship baaed on each 
realising the true worth of the other} but "from the land 

come the representatives of civilisation, armed with greed 

and deceit and violence, to shatter their idyll.At the 

end of the book, Huck, who has been taken in hand by that 

archfiend of civilization, a woman, says, "I reckon X got to 

light out for the territory ahead of the rest, because Aunt 
Sally she’s going to adopt me and civilise me, and I can’t 
•tend it."18

^^Backman, "The Wilderness," p. 596.

XGThe Adventures o£ Huckieberry Finn, (Hew York, 1933), 
p. 343,

* ^Quoted in Brusa, ••wilderness and Civilization," p. 344.

The same attitude can be found in some of Melville’s 

works. Xshaael’e famous opening passage in Moby pick on the 

stultifying nature of life in towns is only the best known 

example. In Pierre Melville wrote, "there came into the mind 

of Pierre thoughts and fancies never imbibed within the gates 
of towns} but only given forth by the atmosphere of the primal 

forests, which with the eternal oceans, are the only unchanging 

objects remaining to this day, from those that originally met 
the gaze of Adam."^ forests and the oceans, the two
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great aboriginal forces, have remained constant, unchanging, 

pure, and here man can escape from the crushing forces of 

civilisation.
Xn the forest, Hemingway’s most sensitive character. 

Kick Adams, seeks to regain the mental equilibrium that he 

had lost in the rending conflicts of civilisation. He thinks 
of the woods where he is seeking refuge i ’^Nothing could 

touch him. Xt was a good place to camp* He was there, in 

a good place.

Though all of these works are different in many artistic 

ways ** tone, style, characterization •• they share one common 

point of view: the harmful and corruptive power of civiliza

tion and the pure and restorative power of nature. This theme 
runs through much of America’s greatest literature and can be 

said to be a uniquely American archetype*

The deep-seated suspicion of society that runs through 

each of these works is a revolt againat traditions, customs, 

pretenses — the things that bind man and keep him from the 

freedom of the wilderness* This is symbolized by the fear of 

women and marriage, Faulkner has called Ataericans a race of 
married bachelors,21 hut the fear goes even deeper. These

^°“Big Two-Ecarted River,” Short Stories of Ernest; 
H<*minj^wry (tiew York, 1938), p. 2157

^^Big h’oods (Hew York. 1955), p. [21.
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characters from LeathereLocking to Sam Fathers oust abstain 

from marriage if they are to preserve the freedom they found 

in the life in nature* "To start a family, to provide and 

procreate, would have severed their bonds to the wilderness 

and involved them in ell the activities bearing the burden 
and taint of civilization*^^ Ike marries but refuses to 

have children} he will give no hostages to civilization; he 

will not propagate a heritage steeped in the corruption of 

ownership and slavery* His wife, who cannot understand this 

refusal, leaves him, so that he becomes "uncle to half a 
county and father to no oue*"^^

In one of her pornos Louise Bogan writes, "Women have no 

wilderness In them*" They represent all that Is stultifying 

and civilizing, so that the hunters must escape them and re* 

turn to the wilderness which has no women in it, no taint of 

civilization* So each year the band of hunters from Jefferson 

sever their ties to their women, their property, their offices 

and ledgers and return to the wilderness for the ritual hunt; 

here they are no longer businessmen or planters, masters or 

husbands, but simply men* The masculine nature of the hunt 
is emphasized, "Then for two weeks he [Ike) ate the coarse

^^Bruem, "Wilderness and Civilization," p. 343* 

23BM» P* 3.
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rapid food •• the shapelees sour bread, the wild strange meat, 

venison and bear and turkey and coon which he had never tasted 

before •• which men ate, cooked by men who were hunters 
first....**24

24IMd., p. 196.

2Wisdom of the Serpent, p. 50.

Xn this escape from civilisation tbs hunters are seeking 

to return to their primitive origins and to escape the corrup

tion in which they engage the rest of the year. Their values 

In the wilderness thus become the values of the primitive and 

only the ability of each Individual as a hunter is of impor

tance. Henderson and Oakes have pointed out that "primitive 

folk are without...any corplex culture-pattern associated with 

property or prestige which must be guarded or fought over.

Xt is enough that they should become men and live successfully 

within the modest opportunities for achievement open to them 

as individuals, in an otherwise totally cosammal, undifferen
tiated group.*** 2^ So closely does this parallel Faulkner’s 

ideas about the nature of the land and of man’s role vis-a-vis 

the land and each other that it might have been written as a 

description of the ideal of The Bear, for this ideal is that 

of primitive society where the land exists for all to use in 

common trust, where men exist only as men, "not lAlte nor 

black nor red but men, hunters."
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Io brief sunroary, then, we can state Faulkner ’a belief e 

on the antlnooles of civilization versus the wilderness thus: 

man cannot in any meaningful way own the land for It is the 

coosKm property of all men; the perverted attea^ts at owner* 

ship serve only to alienate man from the land, from his 

fellowmen whom he must exploit to maintain his ownership; 

modern civilisation Is predicated upon ownership and thus by 

its very nature is corrupt and corrupting; and to escape this 

comytion of ownership and its attendant evils man must seek 

the primitive life which antedates ownership and provides man 

with the secret of his nature* "In the woods, man, within 

the pattern of natural existence, strips away the layers of 

artificiality is^osed on him by society and bares the vital 

forces of his inner being* By confronting his essential self 

he acknowledges his relation to the world of nature, its 

cyclical pattern of death and regeneration, and hence his own 
role in that pattero,”26

26Volpe, A Reader1s Guide to Faulkner, p. 239*

The yearly hunt for the bear is more than a hunt, for 

the bear is more than a bear; be is ”not even a mortal beast 

but an anachronism indomitable and invincible out of an old 
dead time, a phantom, epitome and apotheosis of the old wild
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end the hunt for hla is "the yearly pageant-rite 
of the did bear’s furious lanortalltyeM28 Thus the hunt takes 

on a religious significance, for in a very real sense the 

hunters ere seeking god, seeking the spirit of the wilderness; 

and by this rite they hope to expiate their guilt. They seek 

a yearly rebirth and they oust seek it by submerging them

selves in the wilderness. The archetypal sytibol Faulkner 

uses for the wilderness is water, the primal water, source 

of all life, symbol of rebirth.

p, 193.
28Xbid.. p. 194.
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Xa primitive religions a select band of Initiates In* 

habit a sacred place which endows them with supernatural 

energyf this place is the center of ttmi world, the sacred 
29 onphalos. through which the group cocmmlcates with God, 

For Faulkner, as he re-created the syt&ollc religion of primi

tivism, the woods are such a sacred onphalos and, perhaps im- 

consclously, he sought the symbol which carries the greatest 

archetypal significance to characterise his sacred places 

the symbol of water# "The realm of primordial and generative 
waters,” Baird tells us, "describes the deepest reach of the 
symbolistic imagination in primitivism,”^ For the primitive, 

water was the symbol of the source of life, not only of human 

life but of the universe and the gods as well# "Behind all 

the manifestations of the cosmos and the gods is the symbol of 
water, Xt is the reality from which all life emerges,”^ 

"Birth,” Freud said, "is almost invariably represented 

by some reference to water.Be relates this phenomenon to

29 Pierre Gordon, Sex end Felff,lon (New York, 1948), p# 120
^Ishnael. p, 341, 

31 "''■Charles H. long. Alphai Tho Myths of Creation (New 
York, 1963), p, 189, 

32& Ck’fieral Introduction to. Psychoanalysis^ ^>*^143.
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the evolutionary fact that all cmnals are descended from 

water creatures and that each person passes the first phase 

of his existence in water, i.e, the amniotic fluid of the 
mother*a wodb. Jung points out that the maternal signifi* 

cance of water is one of the clearest and most pervasive in 

mythology.

From water comes life.••.All that is living rises 
as does the sun, from the water, and at every 
evening plunges into the water. Bom from the 
springs, rivers, the seas at death man arrives at 
the water of the Styx in order to enter upon Htbe 
night journey of the sea.” The wish is tliat the 
black water of death might be the water of lifej 
that death, with its cold embrace, might be the 
mother's worib, just as the sea devours the sun, 
but brings it forth again out of the maternal wodb.^J

In another place ha writes, ,eThe primal water conceived as 

the womb, the breast of the mother, and the cradle, is a 
genuinely mythological image.M34

Apparoitly the association of water with birth has figured 

in myth and religion for as long as man has had either. Thales, 

the earliest of the Greek philosophers, asserted that every

thing came from water, and ha was only echoing what Homer had 
said of Oceanus, "source of all things."^ Freud shows that 

the myth of the birth of the hero in differmt cultures and

33
£22, E222X2, SI £231X51221 X2I£j3212SX» P-

^Essays on a Science of Mythology, p. 148.

35Iliade XIV, p. 246.
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la different ages Is “represented In countless dreams by 

pulling out of the water or rescuing from the water** the 
hero*lnfante^^ These mythological exanples could be extended, 

but the fact seems obvious that water Is an archetypal symbol 

of birth and regenerative power. Loren Cken In the last 

century attecpted to provide a scientific basis for this 

mythological motif. According to his view, the first man 
“must have developed in a uterus much larger than the human 

one. This uterus is the sea. That all things come from the 

sea is a truth that nobody will dispute who has occupied him* 
self with natural history and philosophy.M Oken wrote two
decades before Darwin's Origin of Species, yet later evolu

tionary discoveries proved him to be essentially correcti 

mankind was born out of the wodb of the sea.

The archetype of birth by water has a corollary $ the 

archetype of rebirth by water, for if man is born of water, 

then he must return to the symbolic water-werab for spiritual 

rebirth. Christian baptism is only the best known of many 

ritual and crythlcal spiritual renewals. Jimg realised this? 

•\mter is the original source of all birth, the elmaent that

Sfyfosea and Honothef stn. p. 12.

^^“Entstehung der ersten Menschen,” Isis. IV (1819), 
cols. 1117. Quoted in Jung and Kerenyl, Essays on a Science 
21 yytholm, Pe 47.
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purifies everything because everythin?* is reborn in it.1* 

italics) Thia symbolism, though fairly obvious, exists on 

several levels. The most apparent symbollsoi of baptism and 

similar rites is the washing away of sin and purifying the 

spirit in the sense of the psalmist who sang, "Wash roe 
ee39 thoroughly from mine iniquity, and cleanse me from my sin,** 

But the sytabolism has a deeper meaning: the submergence in 

water la death, a loss of consciousness and ego, and the 

rising from the water is a rebirth into a spiritual and eternal 

life. Thus it is a symbolic return to the womb so that from 

the womb roan can be reborn again. Dr, as Charles Lang writes, 

"the descent into water is analogous to,,,a return to the 

wood). The purpose of such descents into the unformed chaotic 

is renewal and stability. The symbolism of baptism is derived 

from this eletaent in the water sycdxslism. By plunging into 

the water the old is washed away and the new creation emerges,
Ona critic has written of “the protecting womb of the 

wilderness" in The Bear,^^ and. Indeed, the wilderness is a

^Ibld.. p. 148, 

^Psalms 5112 
^Alnha. p, 190, 

^^Francis L, Utley, "Pride and Bmiilityt The Cultural 
Roots of Xke McCaslin," in Utley et al,. Bear. Man, and Cedi 
Seven Approachea to William Fanlkner1# The Bear Yltew York, 
1964), p, 248,
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womb la the sense I have discussed, the wcwab of the primitive 

earth where the primitive rites of renewal are acted out.

Here la the dark, somber, impeuetreble forest the hunters ••

Major da Spain, General Coopson, Walter Dwell, McCaslin 

Edmonds and the rest •* retreat from the corruption of their 

decaying world, a world tainted by slavery and cotamerciallsa.

to seek the primal source of strength and life. At ten, Xke
McCaslin is taken there for the first time, to miter **his

42 novitiate to the true wilderness.’’ And for him the wilder*

ness is like the sea, the mythical water of birth:

Ha saw the wilderness through a slow dritzle of 
Kovember rain,...the surrey moving through the skele* 
ton stalks of cotton and com in the last of open 
country, the last trace of man’s puny gnawing at 
the immemorial flank, until, dwarfted by that per* 
spective into an almost ridiculous dlminishment, 
the surrey Itself seemed to have ceased to move 
(this too to be cocpleted later, years later, after 
he had grown to be a man and had seen the sea) as a 
solitary small boat hangs in lonely iceoobllity, merely 
tossing up and dc»m, in the Infinite waste of the 
ocean while the water mid then the apparently impene
trably land which It nears without appreciable progress, 
swings slowly and opens the widening inlet which is 
the anchorage. He entered It....

XL fSSESl LSI MS that at the, et*e of ten K2JL 
witnessin" his ovn bfrthe,4J

Witnessing his own birth upon entering the wilderness that Is 

like the sea: here is the syribollsm of the water-birth 

42CT. p. 195.
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archetype) Xkc knew of this place, he aaya, before he ever 

eaw it, as a part of some memory, "c^nory from the long time 
before it ever bee^ne his memory,**^ This memory, which we 

can see as the collective unconscious memory of the race, has 

instilled in him the knowledge of the wilderness and of its 

power to provide him a new life of the spirit. Here he will 

undergo an Initiation into the primitive life and seek to 

wash away the stain of ownership and slavery that is his 

Inheritance from Carothers McCaslin and civilisation.

Faulkner, in presenting the wilderness through water 
symbolism, deepens its significance by drawing on all tte 

subconscious associations surrounding the water-birth arche

type. And he effectively fuses the two symbols of primitive 

escape from civilization that have appeared repeatedly in 

American literature. "In Tears Before the Mast, in Moby 

IMck. in Huckleberry Finn the water Is there, is the very 

texture of the novel) the Leatherstocking Tales propose 

another symbol for the same meaning; the virgin forest. 

Hotice the adjectives •• the virgin forest and the forever 

inviolable sea.” To escape civilization Ishmael shipped 

out to sea, Huck took off on his raft, and Leatherstocking,

^Ibid.. p. 207.

^Leslie Fiedler, An End to Innocence (Boston, 1955), 
p. 148.
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like eo eany early Americans, went deeper into the wilderness 1 
for each, water or wilderness was a retreat, a return to the 

wotsbe "Ishmael on the sea,** writes Baird, "drensui of its 

deepest and least known generative waters out of which rose 

the continents and islands, and on land, of the primal world 

of•••the rain forest and of the original life of the ancient 

earth.In Hie Bear Faulkner not only juxtaposes the two 

primal forces of water and wilderness, he fuses them Into 

one all-encompassing syn&ol.

As a water-womb syobol, the wilderness, then, is a state 
of innocence and primitive goodness, Eden before the fall. 

The myth of original Innocence or of an Edenic existence has 

a psychological basis. It Is argued that such a concept stoss 

from the prenatal unconscious re«?sd)r«ice of existence in the 

wxnb, an existence which for man was perfect. His ejection 

from the warm, dark place of coc^lete comfort into a cold and 
alien world (Eank’s "birth trauma") is paralleled in mytholo

gies by the idea of a fallg Adam is driven from Eden. The 

relation of the birth trauma to myths of the fall, Joseph 

Campbell says, "is one of those mythological universals that 

surely merit Interpretation, rather from a psychological than

“ishniel. p. 342.
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frcwa aa etlmologlcal point of

Following thia mythological motif, w can view the wilder

ness aa the primitive Edenic existence before the advent of 

the wins of ownership and slavery, and civilisation as the 

postlapserian world of the fall. The yearly pageant-rite of 

the himt, then, is an attest of the men, by becoming hunters 

again, by returning to the primitive life, to regain their 

lost purity. They seek the blessings of the wilderness spirit. 

Old Ben, the bear. And just as Faulkner used water as a symbol 

of the wilderness, so he turns again to water imagery to pre
sent Xke*s first view of Old Beni

It crossed the glade without haste, walking for an 
instant into the sun’s full glare and out of it, 
and stopped again mid looked back at him across one 
shoulder. Then it was gone. It did not walk back 
into the woods. It faded, sank back Into the wil
derness without motion as he had watched a fish, a 
huge old bass, sink back Into the depths of its 
pool and vanish without even any movement of its fins,* 48

4?Tne Masks of Godi 
I, pp, 61-62,

48 GTM. p, 209,

It sank back into the depths of the wateri the image of the 

primal sea creature, the fish. The bear is, of course, always 
a bear, but Faulkner’s image here is more than just a compari

son used in passing, for his bear, in the world of shadows that 

C8®* York, 1959),
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ie the unconscious memory, is akin to the ancient fish gods 

of mythology*

But a distinction must be made here between the two func
tions of the fish figures in the world’s myths and religions* 

On one hand the fish is seen as the destroyer, the dragon-fish: 

the Chinese dragons, Grendel in Bewttlf * in Babylonian mytho

logy Tiamat with whom Bel-Merodach struggles, and the Leviathan 

of the Old Testament* In Isaiah 27:1 we find: wIn that day, 

the Lord with his sore, and great, and strong sword, shall 

punish Leviathan the piercing serpent, even Leviathan that 

crooked serpent; and he shall slay the dragon that is in the 

sea*M Many critics see Moby Dick as the fullest expression 
in literature of the fish as destroyer;^ Hthe White Whale 

represents the mythological dragons of both Western and East

ern tradition*But there is another mythological function 

of the fish, not as destroyer but as life giver* In Hindu 

theology Vishnu the Preserver Is opposed to Siva the Destroyer; 

and the first avatar — literally, descendant of Vishnu — is

ZQ’Van Wyck Brocks first suggested the connection between 
Moby Dick and Grendel in Fmeraon and Others. (New Tork, 1927), 
p* 205* Koh Kasegawa suggests Tiamat in lttobv«Dlek as a 
Syoholic Myth,” Studies in English Literature (Tokyo) XXXVI
1960) , &>♦ 257-272*

50Dorothea Einklesteln, Melville’s Orienda (Nev Haven,
1961) , p* 163* Not all critics, of course, see the Whale as 
a symbol of evil; cf*, for exmnple, D* H* Lawrence, Studies 
In Classic American Literature.
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the Mntse or Fish, the redeonlng avatar• Thia ia the eya&oliaia 

S££3.t Old Ben aa llve*givlng, redeeming fish. And 

again we find a close connection with the Christian syn&ol of 

baptismi "The fish is used as a symbol of baptism, for, just 

as the fish cannot live except in water, the true Christian 
cannot live save thrtMigh the waters of baptism."^^

Without pushing the identification to the extreme, I 

would like to suggest a parallel between Old Ben as fish* 

redeemer and Christ, as X have between the rites of the wilder* 

ness and baptism. Consider the cements of Tertullian, the 

early theologian, in his treatise cm baptism, where he links 
the symbol of salvation (a fish) and the symbol of baptismal 

rebirth (water)i "We are little fish and like our fish, 

Jesus Christ, we are born In the water, and we are not safe 

in imy other way than by remaining in the water.Xf we 

were to paraphrase this to read, “Ike and the other hunters 

are little fish and like their fish. Old Ben, they are of the 

water*wildernes8, end they are not safe in any other way than 

by remaining in the wilderness,“ then would we not have the 

core of Faulkner1a attitude in The Bear toward the primitive 

life of the wilderness?

51George Fergus son, Sl*ns andT Svnbols. in Christian Art 
(Sew York, 1954), p. 15.

^Quoted in Tlxsmas Stafford, Christian Symbolism (New 
York, 1952), p. 39.



Thu® the wilderness, like the primal, life-giving water 

and the bear, the spirit of that wilderness, form the milieu 

In which the rebirth of Isaac McCaslin Is accompli sited. Ike 

is ready to begin his initiation into the coomunity of the 

hunters and the secrets of the wilderness.



aiAPTER TIREE 

ramAHOS: A KEW UTE

“Everywhere one meets with the tsysterlee of Initiation,” 

writes Mircea Ellade, "and everywhere, even in the most archaic 

societies, they include the symbolisB of death and a new 
birth*” Among primitive peoples, the initiation of the 

young boy Into the secrets and beliefs of the tribe is an 

event of major importance, perhaps the most importffiit event 

of his life, for initiation has both social end religious 

meaning of great significoxce and is thus one of the most 

pervasive archetypes the world over* The pattern of Initia* 

tion is invariable! the boy is taken from his mother by a 

new spirit father, who will Mt as his guide and mediator; 

loses his old life as the child of woman by a return to the 

labyrinth womb of the ceremony; sees a vision of the tribal 

god; and then is reborn Into the world of men* Each of these 

stages X will consider in greater detail, for they constitute 
the pattern of Ike’s experience In the wilderness. Thus witen 

I speak of the pattern of initiation in The Bear. I refer not 
to a boy’s general awakening to the knowledge of evil •• a

1
Myths. Preens and Mysteries (Slew York, 1960), p* 197* 
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theme wliich rune through eo such of American literature from 

Gooctaan Bro&a to Holden Caufleld •* but rather to a strict 

pattern of action, a ritual, which is found at the center of 

primitive religion. Initiation does indeed involve the 
initiate’s becoming aware of the existence of evil in the 

world, as Huck or Henry Fielding or Kick Adama becomes aware 

of it $ but their experience is, in no formal sense of the 
word, an initiation, Ike’s experience is. With Sam Fathers 

as his guide, he follows step by step the primitive ritual 

of death to his old life and rebirth into what Bowe calls 
nthe tnanly heroic possibilities of life,**^

When the action of The P^ar begins, Ike’s mother •• the 

vain and silly Miss S^phonsiba tdwxa we encountered in ’Vas” •• 

is already dead, as is his father. Uncle Buck McCaslin, But 

Ike, even as a child, is surrounded by the patrimony of his 

grandfather, the rapacious Carothers McCaslin, and his mother 

idx> insists that his father inhabit the plantation house that 
3Carothers had built. It is from this world that ths boy must

^Wllliem Faulkner, p, 257*

^Before his marriage. Uncle Buck with hie twin, Uncle 
Buddy, in a partial rejection of tlieir Inheritance from old 
Carothers, had moved out of the grand house and into a log 
cabin. They used the house as a slave quarters, but locked 
only the front door at night, so that the Kegroes could leave 
by the back door with the tacit understanding that they be 
back by the next morning. The attitude of these two brothers 
was unusually humanitarian for their time and place, but they 
could never bring themselves to reject outright the land and the 
slaves they had inherited or to acknowledge tlieir Negro brother. 
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be separated and reborn as a child of the wilderness of wilder* 

ness parents*
RLerre Gordon tells us that the concept that ’’transcenden

tal fatherhood was more essential than physical fatherhood
Aoriginally derived from the initiations*** For an essential 

feature of the rites was a guide or gum to lead the Initiate 

through the ritual and serve as the intermediary between the
5boy and the spirit world* Myth and literature supply us with 

many such figures! Virgil in the Divine Coomedia as the guide 

to Dante, Hennes as the guide to Aeneas in the Aeneid, Heracles 

as messenger to the underworld in the Alcestis* "As we trace 

him back to more primitive levels we find him represented as 

the tribal medicine man identified with the animal as totem***, 
as Master of Initiation***^ This figure is familiar to those 

with a knowledge of Jungian psychology as "the wise old man," 

the primitive tribal sorcerer or medicine-san who la endowed 

with some unusual or magical power* He is one of the most 
predominant of Jung1# archetypal figures and in the initiation 
serves as the father-guide*^

4££a £21 PP« 123-24.
^Henderson and Oakes, Fiadw! of the Serpent, p. 47*
^Ihfd.. pp* 47-48*

e 7S3, aa PP« 94-95* He may
also represent a negative and dangerous aspect," Jung says, 
but that side of the archetype does not concern us here*



Bruno Bettelheim, vho believes that the process of initia

tion Is an attempt on the part of primitive man to share In 

the act of giving birth, a higher and more valuable life than 

the physical one the mother had given the boy, points out that 
wall writers on the subject have stressed that Inltlaticm Is 

an act of rebirth, that in the ritual the adult man brings 

Into being a new adult, the initiated boy. It has been fully 

reco^iised that one of the purposes of the ceremony is to give 
the boy.**the impression that the boy was reborne [sic] by 

e the father, and therefore owes his life to the father. This 

new father need not be the physiological parent and often is 

not, for it is the life of the spirit not of the flesh which 

la the gift of the initiator.

That Sam Fathers plays such a role in The Bear is so 

obvious that I hardly need to point it out. The name alone 

gives all away, for it is as meaningful as any in a medieval 
allegory} “the name •father1 was given *• and still is *« to 
priests and initiators.”^ The old Indian, in whose veins ran 

the blood of kings and of slaves, is for Ike the father of 

the wilderness, the guide, the teacher, the priest; he 

"catered his noviatiate to the true wilderness with Sam beside

^Symbolic Vottnds (Glencoe, Ill., 1954), p. 109.

^Gordon, rnd Felinion. p. 126.
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The phrase, nas Sam had taught him,* runs like a 

refrain through the book, for It Is Sam Fathers who teaches 

him the ways of the wilderness and wlx> gives him the secret 

that will lead to his vision of the bear*

••Everywhere the mystery begins with the separation of 

the neophyte from his family, and a ’retreat1 into the forest. 
In this there is already a symbolization of death,'*H This 

first step of initiation in The Bear is accomplished when 

Bee, at the age of ten, is taken from the plantation world *• 

the world of Carothers and Sophonsiba •• into the wilderness 

by Sam Fathers, Els old life, the profane life, is finished} 

by his journey into the water-voob of the wilderness with Sam, 

he is both dying and being purified for his new birth,

Xn-tha wilderness, Ike twice feels himself in the pre* 

sence of Old Ben, but does not see him. The second times

Ite only heard the drumming of the woodpecker stop 
short off, and knew that the bear was looking at 
him. He never saw it. He did not know whether it 
was facing him from the cane or behind him. He did 
not move, holding the useless gun which he knew now 
he would never fire at it,,,.

Then it was gone. As abruptly as it had stopped, 
the woodpecker’s dry hammering set up again,,,, *1 
didn’t see him,” he said, HX didn’t, S^m,”

l0GDH. p, 195,

^^Ellade, Myths, Prearns and Mysteries, p, 179,
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**2 know it,** Sam said, "Ila done the looking. 
You didn’t hear him neither did you?**

••Mo,” the boy said,,..12 3

12Gr?1. p. 203.
l3Ibid.. p. 206.

Old Ben, then, has semi Ike, and if the boy can prove himself 

worthy, the bear will let him cone to him and receive his 

epiphany. So Ike goes to the woods each day to learn the 

ways of the hunter, the lore and craft of the primitive man 

of nature, mid the virtues of htmility and patience. But he 

carries with him his gun, and because of it the bear eludes 

him.
"You ain’t looked right yett” Sam said.

fie stopped. For a moment he didn’t answer. 
Then he said peacefully. In a peaceful rushing 
burst, as when a boy’s miniature dam in a little 
brook gives ways "All right. Yes. But how?"....

"It’s the gun," Sam said....The gm, the boy 
thought. The gin. "You will have to choose," Sam said, U e—61—

To come into the presence of the bear Ike must relinquish his 

gun, the symbol of his physical power to klllj he must be 

willing to rely on his spiritual resources alone. The gun is 
syebolie of the hunter’s will over nature’s, a will which, in ( I 

Ike, must be abnegated in an act of obedience to the spirit- 
god of the wilderness. f

In this respect, I want to suggest another similarity to 

the primitive initiation ritual, the rites of circumcision.
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Freud suggest8 that the father, fearful that the son on be

coming an adult might take his troaan (the Oedipus cooplex), 

forces the son to accept the sexual dominance of the father 
by undergoing ritual castration, i»e«, circumcision* ^Jhoever 

accepted this symbol showed by doing so that he was ready to 
submit to the father's will, although it was at the cost of 
a painful sacrifice,”^ The son, then, must lose his own 

will In that of the father's* Old Ben, in one sense, will 

not allow Ike to complete his initiation into manhood until 

the boy relinquishes the symbol of his <nm will and power 

(as well as the most obvious modern phallic symbol) •• the 

gun*

He had left his gun; by his own will and relinquish* 
ment be had accepted not a gasd>it, not a choice, but 
a condition in tdiich the bear's heretofore Inviolable 
anonymity but all the ancient rules of hunter and 
hunted had been abrogated* He would not even be 
afraid, not even in the moment when the fear would 
take him completely: blood, skin, bowels, bones, 
memory from the long time before it became his memory*e*** 15

^reud. An Autobiofxraphieal Study (Hew York, 1952), 
p* 129* Cf* Hoses and Monotheisra* p* 122*

l5CDM* p* 207*

So Ike relinquishes bis gun in order to complete bls obedience 

to the bear and gain his vision* But even this sacrifice is 

not enough: he still carried two objects of civilisation, of 

the modern anti*primitive world;
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Ha had already relinquished, of his will, because 
of his need, in humility and peace end without 
regret, yet apparently that had not beoa enough* 
He stood for a Exxaent *• a child, alien and lost 
in the green and soaring gloom of the markless 
wilderness* Then be relinquished completely to 
it* It was the watch and the coc^ass* He was 
still tainted* Ila removed the linked chain of the 
one and the looped thong of the other from his 
overalls and hung then on a bush and leaned the 
stick beside them and entered it*

Tlw gun and compass were presents from his ctmsln McCaslin, 

trustee of the family estate, and the watch bad been his grand 
father’s.In rejecting these last accoutrements of civil!* 

cation and family, Ike frees himself of their taint.Ba 

is unencumbered, ready to eater the primitive existence wholly 

and without reservation*
One other aspect of Ike’s rejection should be noteds in 

leaving the compass and the watch behind be Is symbolically 

freeing himself from the restrictions of space and time* The 

similarity of this freedom to that felt by mystics of both 

East and West at the moment of their enlightenment, when they 

become one with some spiritual force, gives us a feeling of

l6Ibid.a p. 208*

^^The rejection of these inheritances anticipates the 
final rejection of the whole McCaslin heritage, the land he 
’’owned." This occurs in section four, but the seed is here* 
Cf* Sultan, "Call Ka Ishnael," p* 55.

LfiXt is interesting to note in this respect that Emerson 
wrote that civilized man "has a fine Geneva watch, but falls 
of the skill to tell the hour by the sun." Essays: First 
Furies. II, p. 83*
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tte depth o£ Ike’s experience. Sot only is his old life in 

civilization being transcended but rational consciousness it* 

self is dissolved. At thia point Ike is almost ready for his 

vision, but he must retreat even farther into the unconscious 
until personality is lost entirelyi he must lose himself in 

the labyrinth.

One of the essential steps in initiation Is the descent 

into the labyrinth, a symbolic return to the womb, from which 

the initiate can be reborn, Joseph Campbell writes that ”a 

constellation of images denoting the plunge and dissolution 

of consciousness in the darkness of non-being must have been 

employed intmitiocially, from the very earliest date, to repre

sent the analogy of threshold rites to the mystery of the child 

into the womb for birth,Thia labyrinth symbolism has 

taken many forms ** a maze, a system of corridors in a techie, 

or, most canmonly la primitive societies, a dance •* yet it 

’’always has the same psychological effect. It tes^orarily 

disturbs rational conscious orientation to the point that,,,, 
the initiate is ’confused1 and symbolically •loses his way,1 

Yet in this desctstt into chaos the inner mind Is opened to the 
awarmess of a new cosmic dimension of a transcendent nature,”20

Faska of God. I, pp, 65*66,
^^Henderson and Oakes, Vlsdom of the Serpent, p, 46,
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Losing one’s vay in the labyrinth is synonomous to the 

plunge into the abyss of primal water, the return to the 
prenatal condition, involving the initiate’s loss of con* 
sciousneas#^ After leaving behind his watch and comets 

and entering the woods, Ike "realized he was loste”^ He 

walked la circle after circle seeking his ways be "made 

his next circle in the opposite directloi and much larger, 

so that the two of them would bisect his tracks somewhere, 

but crossing no track nor mark anywhere of his feet or any 
feeteee»H^ Totally lost in the wilderness, finally com

pletely separated from his old life, Ike is at last ready 
for his vision: his initiation is completed, "Then he saw 
the bear* It did not emerge, appear: it was just there,•,.n^ 

e
This vision Is the last step of initiation: "a visionary 

animal,••replaces the master of initiation. This has been 

described as a tutelary or guardian spirit to be obeyed froa 

thence forward; in return, the youth will be given super* 

normal powers, whether in running or In gambling or In hunting 

or In becoming just simply a man,” Saa Fathers, then, has

21Ibid.. p, 50.

22CM. p, 208,

24Zbid.M p. 209,

25Henderson and Oakes, Wisdom of the Serpent, p, 50,
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been superceded by the bear god, the aodrogenous spirit who 
becooas both father aad toother to the initiate. Thia second 

eiother, Jung says, is often an animal aad even an animal 
normally thought to be a male, like Hiawatha1! mother, who 
first appears at the Great Bear of the Mountains,26 The 

ooiaent the bear appears is the tooaentt of Ike’s rebirth, of 

his wilderness epiphany$ ha becomes just sickly a man, 

loslaUxlunm*

26Quoted in lewis. The Picaresque Saint (Philadelphia, 
1959), p, 308.



We have followed the steps of Ike's initiation Into 

the wmciunity of hunters and the secrets of tlw wilderness, 

into spiritual nanhoodj the question now Is, what effects 

will this new vision have upon his life as a roan? "Xn 
philosophical terms,** Ellada writes, "initiation Is equlva* 

lent to a basic change in existential condition; the novice 

emerges from his ordeal endowed with a totally different 

being from that which he possessed before his Initiation; 
be has become anorter....”^^ Ike, then, by these rites, 

has successfully severed his bonds with the old life and 

assimilated the values of the hunter and the wilderness, 

Land, wealth, family, status •• these values of modern 

society •• no longer have any meaning for him; instead he 

has a new set of values,
"What Is required of the initiate," Henderson and Oakes 

tell us, "Is courage, humility and purity of heart,, 

R, W, B, Lewis, in writing of y>e Bear, points out that 

these are just the values which Ike attains: "A cluster of 

virtues Is unambiguously present from the start, as qualities 

to be striven f<nr, prises to be won,,,: pity «id humility

^^Peath and Rebirth (Hew York, 1958), p, x.

Wisdom of the Serpent, p, 55,
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end courage and pride and the will to endure and the reste*^ 

They are like a magic incantation, these virtues of the primi* 

tive heart, and throughout The Bear Xke recites then like a 

religious devotion, perhaps to draw strength from their very 

sound, for they have become his creed, his articles of faith.

Knowledge of these virtues come to Xke as a revelation. 

He has striven for them to be sure} he has studied the ways 

of the wilderness long and hard in order to become a good 

hunters he has shown courage and pride and humility and en« 

durance. But their full meaning cone to him only with his 

vision of the bear. In some mystical, non-ratlonal way. For 

his initiation, culminating with this vision, gives him, as 

Eliade says, a new way of seeing. The initiate feels "that 

by his ordeal he has won something beautiful and valuable in 

the secrets he has been taught. He sees his native land with 

new eyes. He has learned of the altijira, the dreoa time, 

when there were totem-ancestor heroes, who were either men or 
animals or both,^ This statement of the ideal of initiation 

describes See's experience exactly! he has acquired a secret 

beautiful and valuable! he sees both his patrimony and the 
wilderness with new eyes; and he has learned of the dream

2^The Ficaresnue Saint, p, 196,
^William Howells, The Heathenst Frlmitive Man and His 

Fellfilons (Garden City, H,¥„ 1950), p, 198,
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time when the land vas free and tsen lived In peace and 

equality#
But the corollary of Ikeea acquiring a new set of values 

la bla concoealtaat vision of evili to understand the virtues 

of the wilderness be oust at the same time understand the 

corrupting nature of bls old life *• the rape of the land, 

the slavery, the whole social and economic framework of the 

South# If we read the experience of bls initiation In part 

one correctly, then much of the critical confusion which 
exists over Ike’s renunciation of all the laud and wealth of 

bls grandfather In the long and abstruse part four disappears#

Fart four is out of sequence with the events in the rest 

of The Bear# It takes the form of a long dialogue between 
Ike and bls cousin McCaslin Edmonds on Ike’s twenty*flrst 

birthday# In the cocrolssary of the plantation Ike has been 

pouring over the ledgers that bls father and uncle kept 

jointly, and from their cryptic, illiterate and often hanorous 

entries, he has deduced the tragic story of the cruel misegena 

tion of bls grandfather# Carothers McCaslin bad bought a 
Kegro slave, Eunice, in 1807# Ike’s father made this entry 

of her deaths ,,I>r0wned in Crick Christmas Day 1832#M But 

beneath It his uncle has writtens “June 21th 1833 Drowned 

herself,* and then hie father’s *23 Jun 1833 Who In hell ever 

heard of a niger droimdlng him self,* and then again bls
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uncle's wAug 13th 1833 Drownd herself

p, 267,
32Ibid.. p, 270.
33Ibid., pp, 269*70.

••But vhyT But whyt* Ike <piestlonede Why did Uncle 

Buddy think she had drowned herselff Re finds the answer 

fatther on in the ledger, Carothers bad had a child by 
Eunice in 1810, Tocaaslna, or Tcnny as she was called. Twenty* 

three years later he had fornicated with this daughter, his 

own half*Regro child. When Eunice learned of this, she drowned 

herself, and both eons of Carothers knew it, although Buck was 

unwilling to adalt It, Tte knowledge of this incestuous re* 

lationshlp hits Ike with the blow of a hammeri ••His own
32 daughter His own daughter, Ho Bo not even hia.,,,”

He learns that Tomy had died giving birth to the child, 

a son, Turl, a son whom Carothers would never acknowledge, 

except, at the last, for a bequest of a thousand dollars in 

his will, "So I reckon that it was cheaper than saying My 
son to a nigger," Ike thought, “Even if Ify son wasn't but just 

two words,those same two words that Sutpen could never 

bring himself to say to Charles Bon, his own part Regro son. 
The horror of this knowledge •* of Carothers' having used his 

own daughter like **a night's spittoon* and refusing to recog* 

nixe bls own who to him was only a chattel, a piece of property, p, * * * 
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a thing *• resolves Xke to refuse any part in such a patritaony 

Thus on his birthday, the day when by the laws of civilised 

society the land was to have becoraa his, Xke repudiates it, 

refuses to the land and the people who by right should be 

free#

The moral strength to make this decision, it oust be 

understood, stems froa the vision of the wilderness and the 
virtues of primitivism, those end products of Xke*s initiation 

To McCaslin, Xke repeats, MSam Fathers set me free,*9 free of 

the curse of his grandfather and of all the South, Mtheir 

ravaged patrimony, the dark and ravaged fatherland.Thus 

we can see the truth of the important Insight that R. W, B, 

Lewis has had into The Bnars "The harmony of the parts may 

be summarised in ancient foraulass the birth into virtue, 

and the vision of evil* Only the person adequately initiated 

can have the vision at all} and only the potency of the iaitia 

tion enables the reborn individual to understand the evil when 

it Is encountered* The action to section four (the discovery 

and renunciation) is made possible by the experience that pre* 

ceded Itt the ritual of the wilderness contains. illicitly, 
the decision to the coiaaissary."^^

“jEjd., p. 258.

Pjearefwue gains, p. 202*
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By participating la the archetypal rite of loltialion, 

Ike attains the icoral stature to transcend his own time and 

environment and to reject the material gnals of his society, 

because he has had a glimpse of the eternal, the timeless* 
Eliade says of the initiate that "he learns the mystical 

relations betxTcen the tribe and the Supernatural Beings as 
•36 these relations were established at the beginning of tirae,*^ 

Ike’s "tribe" is not a literal one, not tlie band of hunters 

from Jefferson, but the primitive hunters of a past and 

perhaps mythical time, men in and of the wilderness; and by 

his initiation into this tribe of the archetypal dream time, 
Zke’a values become those of its Supreme Being, the old bear, 

the wilderness god* And he, then, cannot accept, as his 

cousin and Major do Spain and General Compson and all the 

rest do, simply tlaa nostalgic desire for a past way of life 

they seek to regain in the hunt, while never repudiating the 
ties that alienate them from the wilderness life; Ike’s 

commitment to the wilderness is total*

The difference between Ike and the other hunters is 

stressed in the scene where Ike is pleading which his cousin 

to let him stay behind in the wilderness when the others 

leave* McCaslin objects that he cannot stay behind without

36 pea th and Fe»blrth> p* x*
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Dissing too tfinch school. Ike continues to plead when old 

General Compson speaks:

”A11 right,* General Compson said, "You can 
stay* If missing an extra week of school is going 
to throw you so far behind you’ll have to sweat 
to find out soma hired pedagogue put between the 
covers of a book, you better quit altogether, •• 
And you shut tip® Cass.1* said, though McCaslin 
had not spoken, "You’ve got one foot straddled 
into a farm and the other straddled into a bank; 
oou ain’t even got a good hand-hold where this 
boy was already an old man before you damned 
Sartorises and Edmonses Invented farms and banks 
to keep yourselves from having to find out what 
this Iroy was born knowing and fearing too maybe 
without being afraid, that could go ten miles on 
a compass because he wanted to look at a bear 
ncme of us ever got near enough to put a bullet 
in and looked at the bear and came the ten miles 
back on the compass in the dark) maybe by God that’s the why and wherefore of farms and barik8,’,/

This speech Is significant for it is a reprise of the 
two major subjects X have discussed: Faulkner’s attitude 

toward modem society and the truth which Ike had attained 

by his IMtiation into the wilderness. The farms and banks 

were only atteepts of man to escape from himself, artificial 

devices which corrupt and blind and alienate him from nature 

All the hunters, except Ike •* even General Compson, for 

all the truth of his words •• have one foot In the bank and 

one in the farm, so that they can never know, perhaps fear 

to know, what Ike •’was bom knowing" •• or reborn knowing: 

that the courage and pride and humility and endurance of his 

old fathers Is worth all their banks and farms,
37cm. pp. 250*51,



CHAPTER FOUR

THE HURT: DEATH OF A GOD

"So tie should have hated and feared Llon,"^ Faulkner 

writes at the beginning of part two of the story, which deals 
with the last hunt for Old Ben and with his death. The "he" 

of the sentence is Ike and Lion is the great, wild oongrel 

dog who will at last bring Old Ben to bay. So Ike, as a child 

of the wilderness that the old bear ruled, should have hated 

the dog and feared it for the death that it would bring about, 

but he does not. This first sentence, then, sets forth the 

central paradox of The Bean Ike and Sam Fathers and, to a 

lesser degree, the other hunters all take part in the hunt 

for and death of the animal spirit who is their only hope of 

escape from the cossaercialixed world of their banks and farms. 

For the death of the bear preludes the final destruction of 

the wilderness itself. Logic would demand, then, that they 

try to preserve the life of the bear, yet they kill him. This 
ritual sacrifice — for Old Ben's death is sacrificial •• is 

impelled by some force deeper and more profound than sickle 

logical reasoning can account for, by some logic of the heart

lGDH. p. 209.
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far below the level of purely rational understanding* We 

must sitq?ly accept the paradox of the huntas Ike doesi 

So he should have hated and feared Lion* Yet 
he did not* It seemed to him that there was a 
fatality in it* It seemed to him that something, 
he didn’t know what, was beginning; had already 
begun* It was like the last act on a set stage. 
It was the beginning of the end of something, he 
didn’t know what except that he would not grieve. 
He would be humble and proud that he had been 
found worthy to be a part of it too or even just 
to see it too,2

This paradox makes The Bear one of Faulkner’s most diffi

cult works for our modern, perhaps overly rational, minds to 

cope with. Yet none of his works has intrigued critics more, 
Herbert Perluck calls The Bear Faulkner’s Hamlet* wAs in 

Shakespeare’s play, its rich and subtle interweaving teases 
us out of thought, confounds us too.,.?^ All true, but we 

must not be too teased or confounded, for there is a great 

deal of light which the study of the symbolic nature of the 
bear and the hunt can cast on Faulkner’s meaning in this work. 

Therefore, I want to consider the nature of the bear as a 

symbol as it appears In primitive religions and, then, the 

hunt as a ritual sacrifice.

2Ibid** p. 226.

“’The Heart’s Driving Complexity’i An Unromantlc 
Reading of Faulkner’s ’The Bear,’” Accent, XX (Winter, 1960), 
pp. 36-37.

The bear itself may not be, strictly speaking, an arche

type; that is, he does not figure in all myths the world over. 
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yet he is probably the most nearly universal sacred animal of 

primitive religions*  A. Irving Hallowell, in his book on 

bear ceremonialism, writes that Mno other animal was found to 

attain such universal prominence as tfcw bear, nor to have 

associated with it, over such a wide geographic area, such 

a large series of customs.” The bear may thus be viewed as 

the most representative of those animals around which rituals 

and ceremonies have grown up, the most archetypal animal• 

Old Ben, who is seemingly, immortal, is seen as having a 

personality, aspirit; be is even given a name and is referred 

to as The Man*  These practices accord with the attitude that 

primitives had toward the bear*

*Bear Ceremnfalism In the Northern Hemisphere (Phila
delphia, 1926), p* 164.

^Kenneth La Budde, “Cultural Primitivism in William 
Faulkner*s ’The Bear.*" American Quarterly. XI (Winter, 1950), 
pp* 323-24*

Primitive people observed the sagacious qualities, 
the omnivorous habits, and the wide range of facial 
and bodily expression of emotional behavior in the 
bear*  They were struck by seeing the bear rise on 
his hind legs and sit up against a tree just as if 
he were a man*  The fact that a bear, unlike other 
animals, walks on the sold of his foot with the heel 
touching the ground and leaves a footprint of heel, 
toe, and arch like that of a human being had a great impact on the mind of primitive man*̂

Such characteristics led primitive man to view the bear with 

certain respect and awe which often became religious venera

tion.
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Fraeer deals at length with the religious rites that 

center around the bear among the tribes of Asia, rites that 

closely parallel those of the Indians of North America• The 

attitudes of these people are somewhat ambiguous.
On one hand they give it the name of kamut or Mgod*| 
but as they apply the same word to strangers, it 
may mean no more than a being supposed to be endowed 
with superhuman, or at all events extraordinary, 
powers. Again, it is said that "the bear is their 
chief divinity*)...* amongst the animals it is es» 
pecially the bear which receives an idolatrous 
veneration...." Yet, on the other hand, they kill 
the bear whenever they can...,6 7

6The Golden bouRh (Hew York, 1943), I, p. 505.

7Xbfd.. p. 516.

Thus, in spite of their veneration of the bear, their according 

him the status of divinity, the primitive nevertheless hunts 

and kills him, the reason being, in part at least, that they 

hope in this way to acquire some of the bear-like qualities 
that they see as virtues.^ The bear thus becomes for them a 

symbol of certain primal qualities that they wish to transmit 

into their own lives and seek to do so by hinting and killing 

the bear and even eating its flesh.

In a more sublimated way, the animal symbolisoi of dreams 

serves the same purpose. These animal symbols, Jung believes, 

refer to instinctual processes which play a vital 
part in animal biology. It is these processes which 
determine and shape the life of an animal. For his 
everyday life man seems to need no Instincts, es
pecially when he Is convinced of the soverlgn power
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of his will* He Ignores the meaning of instinct and 
devalues it to the point of atrophy, not seeing how 
much he endangers his very existence through loss 
of instinct* When therefore dreams emphasise in* 
stinct they are trying to fill a perilous gap in 
our adaptation to life.®

This we can view the bear as possessing certain instinctual 

qualities* The primitive man recognises the value of these 

qualities and hopes to attain them for himself by sacrificing 

the bear, perhaps because in the very act of hunting and 

killing this animal he must develop those same virtuesi 

patience, endurance and pride. To modern man, however, who 

has no contact with a world where flesh*and*blood animals 

roam wild in dark forests, the bear would be only a symbol 

for all those instinctual qualities which civilised existence 

has extirpated from his daily life. And he ’'dreams” of such 

an animal aa the bear aa a sort of vicarious attempt to fill 

the emotional gaps in his own non*instinctual lifet in the 

bear he finds all that he is not*

The hunters from Jefferson fall somewhere between these 

two positional aa men of banks and farms, they are not true 
primitives, yet they are able to experience a hunt for a bear 

To them also he represents the virtues that they, in their 

dally routine, have forfeited; and, at the same time, the

Civilization in Transition in 
. Juhr. X* p* 360, 

The Collected Works of
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hunt allows them •• as It does the primitive •• to exercise 

these old virtues In a more than vicarious way. But to exer* 

else the very virtues that Old Ben exemplifies, they must 

hunt hl®, and the only outcome that the hunt can have is the 
bear’s death. Theirs was a Myearly rendezvous with the bear 

which they did not even Intend to kill,** and yet. Ironically, 

fulfill themselves as hunters, to learn the lesson that Old 

Ben can teach them, they must ultimately kill him, just as 

the primitives mist sacrifice their sacred animals.

Thus, while on the face of things. It would seem illogi

cal, even sacrilegious, for the believer to kill the object 

of his belief, there is a deeper sacremental reason for the 

death of the sacred animals, Frazer argues:

the savege is by no means so illogical and unprac
tical as to the superficial observer he Is apt to 
seem; he has thought deeply on the questions that 
concern him, he reasons about theta, and though his 
conclusions often diverge very widely from ours, 
we ought not to deny him the credit of patient and 
prolonged meditation cm some fimdamental problems 
of human existence. In the present case. If he 
treats bears in general as creatures wholly sub
servient to human needs and yet singles out certain 
individuals of the species for tmmmage which almost 
amounts to deification, we must not hastily set him 
down as irrational and Inconsistent, but oust en
deavor to place ourselves at his point of view, to 
see things as he sees them, and to divest ourselves 
of the presuppositions which tinge so deeply our own 
view of the world.

SgTM, p. m.

10The Golden Bourh. I, p. 517.
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Indeed, if we view the hunt for Old Ben as the last hope for 

the hunters to regain tlxe virtues of the wilderness, the vir* 

tues that the old bear himself possesses and trasmits through 

the hunt, then their ritual, to the primitive mind, is by no 

means irrational and inconsistenti it is their only hope.

The bear, then, is an archetypal syribol, as is the bull 

of ancient Crete or Spain, or the lion of Africa, embodying 

the Instinctual qualities necessary to the fully developed 

life. Modern man whose life is emotionally truncated and 

stiffled can experience these qualities only through dream 

symbols, but the hunters, through the ritual of hunting Old 

Ben, can fill these emotional gaps in their lives la so far 

as they emulate him. Thus in killing him they do not feel 

indifference toward him, but like Santiago in The Old Man and 

the Sea, they love the life they must take.

Ike, therefore, cannot bate and fear Lion, for the dog 

possesses all the qualities that Old Ben called forth from the 

hunters. Even though the dog is instrumental in bringing 

about the death of the bear, he is also one of the wild, free 

creatures of the wilderness and as such is alone worthy of his 

role in the hunt. When Sam Fathers captures Lion, he tells 

the others,
"It’s the dog,"
"The dog?" Major de Spain said, 
"That’s gonter hold Old Ben,"
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**Doa the devil,* Major de Spain said, “I’d 
rather have Old Ben himself in my pack than that 
brute. Shoot him.”

”No,M Sam said,
*Youell never tame him. Hour do you ever

expect to make an animal like that afraid of you?* 
"X don't want him tame,* Sam

Sam's insistence that the dog which will hold Old Ben not be 

tamed ie in effect insistence that *he must never be rendered
12a civilised dog, for only an animal with a spirit as wild 

and untrasxaeled as the bear's own can contend with Old Ben; 

the other dogs, like their masters, are only temporarily in 

the wilderness while XJL<m, *like some natural force,* seems a 

part of the wilderness itself, "Lion inferred not only courage 

and all else that went to make ip the will and desire to pursue 

and kill, but endurance, the will end desire to endure beyond 

all imaginable limits of flesh,Only he has these 

qualities which will allow him at last to bring Old Ben to bay: 

so these two wild, fierce, proud creatures, true inhabitants 

of the wilderness, the bear and the dog, pit their courage and 

pride against each other in one final ritual of self-immolation

There is a third contender: Boon Hoggenbeck, It is he 

who finally kills the old bear. At first glance there could

11CT. p. 217.

H. Bell, "A Footnote to Faulkner', 'Ihe Beer,'" 
College English. XXXV (December, 1962), p, 182,
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seem no unllkeller candidate among tlie hunters for this task 

than Boon who had never been known to kill anything yet has 

spent all his life in the wilderness. 'Ila had the mind of a 

child, the heart of a horse,** this great hulking man} ”he was 

brave, faithful, isyrovident and unreliable} he had neither 
profession job nor trade, •eetl^ Yet his very incapacities 

become his virtues in the wildernessI he is free of all 

ambition, greed, and desire of ownership, at home in the 
wilderness, lost out of it,^^ Aside from Sam Fathers, who 

is too old, and Ike, who knows he can never bring himself to 

kill the bear. Boon is the truest primitive, the one of the 

hunters who is the purest: he must be the one to kill Old 
Ben, For while wSam was the chief, the prince. Boon, the 
plebeian, was bls huntsman,1*^® So there was the dog, there 

was the hunter, and the time had come for the last hunt, the 
last ritual of the bear’s furious immortality.

UIbld.. pp. 227-28.

In this connection John Longley has made a significant contribution to understanding one incident in The Bear which is 
often thought irrelevant to the story, both artlsclcaliy and 
thematically, i.e,, the trip Ike and Boon make to Memphis to 
bring back some whiskey. Here is Longley’a explanation: 
"Aesthetically, this episode interrupts the flow of the story, 
but In terms of significance and meaning, the Menphis trip Is 
inserted to demonstrate that Boon cannot fimetion outside the 
Wilderness. This significance Is underlined in the impact of 
his wildly uncouth appearance on the city people, his Inability 
to stay out of saloons, his unrestrained drunkenness, and his 
quarrelsome tirades on the magnificence of Lion delivered to 
total strangers too terrified to ignore him." The Tragic Mask: 
A Study of Faulkner’s Heroes (Chapel Bill, W.C., 1963), pp. 90-91 

16GI'M. p. 222.
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MIt was December* It was the coldest Deceeober he had 

ever remembered. They had been in camp tour over two 

weeks, waiting for the weather to soften so that Lion and Old 

Ben could run their yearly race,” Ike la sixteen and has 

been hunting the bear for six years, but he seems to sense 

that this hunt was the beginning of the end, the final culmi* 

nating act of the wilderness dratna, Sam, too, senses the 

tragic inevitability of the last chase for the great bear in 

the doomed wilderness, "Somebody is going to [kill Old Ben) 

someday,* he said to Ike. "’I know it,1 the boy said, 

lIhatls why it must be one of us. So it won’t be until the 
last day. When even he don’t want it to last any longer,’^1® 

The last day has come.
In primitive religions the ceremony of killing the sacred 

bear follows certain ritual patterns; the same is true for the 

final hunt for Old Ben, An exanyle of the ritual proscriptions 
is the kind of weapon which must be used. "Contemporary prac

tice, as well as traditional testimony indicates the use of 

more primitive weapons, even when guns are available. This

l7Ibid,. p. 226.

^Ibid.. p, 212.
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appears to be due to an inhibition which, although difficult 

to define except in vague terms, seems, nevertheless, to be 

connected with the whole ideology of which the bear Is the 

focus* Xt Is simply the feeling, conserved from a rtmote 

past, perhaps, that In killing a bear the most appropriate 

weapon for the task must be one of an aboriginal type*** 7 Xn 

The Bear the weapon is a knife which Boon weilds. All morning 

the hunters had pursued the bear until Lion finally trapped 

him*

19'Hallowell, Bear Ceremonialism, p* 34*

This time the bear didn’t strike him down* Xt 
caught the dog In both arms, almost loverlike, and 
they both wait down* Ke (Ike] was off the mule now* 
He drew back both hmnmers of the gun but he could 
see nothing but moiling spotted hound bodies until 
the bear surged up again. Boon was yelling some* 
thing, he could not tell what; he could see Lion 
still clinging to the bear’s throat and he saw the 
bear, half erect, strike one of the hounds with one 
paw and hurl It five or six feet and then, rising 
and rising as though It would never stop, stand 
erect again and begin to rake at Lion’s belly with 
its forepaws* Then Boon was running* The boy saw 
the gleam of the blade in his hand and watched him 
leap among the bounds, hurdling them, kicking them 
aside as he ran, and fling himself stride the bear 
as he had hurled himself onto the mule, bls legs 
locked around the bear’s belly, bls left arm under 
the bear’s throat where ULon clung, and tte glint 
of the knife as it rose and fell*

It fell just once* For an Instant they resembled 
a piece of statuaryt the clinging dog, the bear, the 
man astride Its back, working and probing the burled 
blade* Then they went down, pulled over backwards by 
Boon’s weight. Boon underneath* It was the bear’s 
back which reappeared first but at once Boon was 19
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astride it again* He had never released the knife 
and again the boy saw the almost infinitesimal move* 
meat of his arm and shoulder as he probed and sought} 
then the bear surged erect, rising mice with the man 
and dog too, and turned and still carrying the man 
and the dog it took two or three steps toward the 
woods on its hind feet as a man would have walked 
and crashed down* It didn't collapse, crumple. It 
fell all of a piece, as a tree falls.***20

[, pp« 240^1*
21Ibld.. p. 248*

The almost sexual quality of this last struggle •• the bear 

clasping Lion Malfi»st loverlike,* Bocm with his legs around 

the bear, thrusting and probing with the knife as in a violent 

sexual assault *• fuses the three wilderness forces •• the 

bear, the dog, and the hunter ** into one, locked in a final 

death struggle, frozen for a moment like a work of art.

So Old Ben dies and Lion, rortally wounded, soon follows 
himt “from time to time the great blue dog would open his 

eyes, not as if he were listening to them but as though to 

look at the woods for a moment before closing his eyes again, 

to reoember the woods or see that they were still there. He 
died at sundotm**2^ More than just a dog and a bear have died; 

their death marks the beginning of the «id of the wilderness, 

the sun is setting on a way of life. Only Ike and Sam realize 
this fully. At the moment of Old Ben's death, Sam collapses 

and must be carried back to his hue. “He lay there ••...the 

old man, the wild man not even one generation from the woods,
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childless, peopleless, kinless,••and only the boy knew that 
Sam was going to die."^ Without the wilderness and the animal 

del th of the wlldemess, Sam, Its priest, had no reason for 

living, Ike had first become aware of this the morning Sam 

trapped Llcm and saw that the end was at hand, “It bad been 

foreknowledge In Sam's face that morning. And he was rlad. 

he [Ike) told himself. He old. He had no children, no 

people, none, o^ his blood anywhere above the earth..,. It was 
almost over now and he was glad.*^ Sam Fathers, the last of 

the true primitive hunters who had once lived In the wilder* 

ness, not only knows he must now die and accepts It, but he 

welcomes death. His age has past. Old Ben knew this also 

and he too seemed ready for death, knowing that his kingdom 

was passing away, Thomas Bangs Thorpe, writing on the death 
of another legendary bear, mused, “There was something curious 

about it, that I never could understand, •• and I never was 

satisfied at bls giving la so easy at last,,.. My private 

opinion is, that that bear was unhuntable bear, and died 

when his tire To the end. Old Ben fought on, dis*

playing the virtues for which be was revered, yet his time had 

coma and be knew it. He was ready to die,

22lbld., p. 246.
23Ibid.. p. 215. 
24“The Big Bear of Arkansas," in Utley et al.. Bear. Hnn , 

and God, p. 222.
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So we come again to the central paradox of the hunt: the 

hunters kill the animal they venerate, the archetypal aytibol 

of the instinctual virtues so necessary to their lives as men. 

Yet this killing of the bear is not an evil act; it is a re* 

suit of the very condition of being a hunter* The evil, X 

want to insist, lies not in the hunt and death of the bear 

but in the destroying of the conditions in which a new bear 

and new hunters could rise up, la the death of the wilderness 

Itself*

Among the primitives who worship and sacrifice the bear, 

there is a prayer: "please come to us again and we will 
sacrifice thee*"^ The primitive apparently believes In the 

resurrection of the animal he kills, a resurrection *Vhich 

will enable him to catch and kill them, and again reap all 

the benefits which he has already derived from their slaughter 

For in the prayers addressed to the worshipful bear***the 

creatures are Invited to cos* again, which seems clearly to 
point to a faith in their future resurrection,1*'® Even more 

explicit is the explanation that the primitive "confessedly 

slays and eats the beast that another may come in its place 

and be treated in a like manner* In the psychology of the

^^raxer. Tbs Golden Boush. X, p* 506*

26S>id., p. 516.
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primitive, then, killing the bear is not evil, for only 
through a sacrifice can his virtues accrue to the hunters; 

but they know that he will return and be hunted again, so 

that, to their way of thinking, the sacrifice merely props* 

gates the eternal life of the bear and preserves his virtues. 

Just this eternal return of the bear is what is precluded in 
Faulkner's work, for the conditions of his return, the pre* 

scrvatlon of t!^ wilderness milieu, arc <tooc$ed co destruction 

at the hands of civilisation with its axe and machine, its 

banka and Its faunas. The wilderness will be sold for timber* 

land, the primitive Eden will be subdivided. And there are 

no bears In suburbia.



CHAPTER FIVE

THE SHAKES EMD OP AH ARaiETYPE

,eHe went back to the casp «ie note time before the lumber 
company moved in and began to cut the timber***^  Thia last 

trip of Ike’s to the wilderness presents for us a dramatic 

enactment of the abstract concept that X have called the death 
of the wilderness* We see this event in our nation’s history 

not merely as intellectualised hypothesis or theorem, but as 

lived and moving experience. For what Ike witnesses is not 

only a great social change, but a deeply felt existential 

change in his own life. Ursula Brumm has crooented upon this 

"uniquely American experience for which Europe has no counter

parti the destructicm of the wilderness by civilisation in

1cm. p. 315.

2'*Wildemess and Civilisation,* p. 345.

2 one short, dramatic act taking less than a man’s lifetime.** 

In an earlier chapter X presented the wilderness as aaarcbe* 

type, a place of freedom of escape from civilisation, the 

water-womb of renewal and rebirth) in this chapter I want to 

trace the death of this archetype as Ike lived it.

If escape to the wilderness has been one of the germinal 

themes of American literature, the destruction of that wilder

ness by the rapacious forces of civilisation is the other side 
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of the thematic coin. One critic has pointed out the ironic 

nexus of the two themes: ,,The hero in the new world has fre

quently been pictured with an ax in his hand; at his feet lies 

the last of the trees on which he has exercised his magnificent 
biceps. The mournful irony of Cooper’s Natty Bumpo is echoed 

beret the man of the woods opens the way for the destruction 

of the forest he loves." Thus the man who loves the wilder

ness is often the unwitting vanguard of the civilisation he is 

trying to escape. By his ability to survive In the forest he 

encourages others to follow him and, because of their desire 

to own and exploit, to destroy the wilderness.

The desire for ownership and profit do not accord with a 

life of harmony in nature; the land is exploited, used up, 

ruined, with callous disregard for what it would become, not 

a land but a wasteland. Hemingway, seeing the same destruc

tive forces begin their work in Africa, commented bitterly on 

the acquisitiveness of civilisation. "A continent ages quickly 

once we come. The natives live in harmony with it. But the 

foreigner destroys, cuts down the trees, drains tte water.... 
[America) had been a good country and we made a bloody mess 
of lt."^ The bloody mess of America — the barren eroded land

\ynn Altenbernd, "A Suspended MomentI The Irony of His
tory in William Fualkner’s 'The Bear,'" MLN. LXXV (Novend>er, 
1960), p. 577.

^The green Hills of Africa (New York. 1935), pp. 284-85.
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and the ugly, epravling cities *• seemed to Faulkner the curse 

laid upon men for destroying vhat nature had put on earth*

S££S. tll^s 6 destruction ** a mechanieed rape of the 

woods •• is symbolised by the train and the sawmill which 

seemed to represent to Faulkner the relentless tenaclea of 

industrial civilisation that slowly spread across America, 

choking to death the old primitive way of life. Zn Lf^ht In 

August Faulkner describes the sawmill as leaving behind "a 

stucppocked scene of profound and peaceful desolation, un* 

plowed, untilled, gutting slowly into red and choked ravines 
beneath the long quiet rains of autumn....”5 Only a vista of 

bleak stumps remains after the sawmill has done Its work, and 
such Is to be the fate of Ike's sacred wilderness*

5(Hew York, 1950), p. 4.

6CTM* p. 316.

After the death of Old Ben, Major de Spain, who ••owned** 

thia land, had leased ti to a lumber ccroqiany* Ha seemed no 

longer able to sustain any sense of the life as a hunter; with 

Old Bea dead, there were, metaphorically at least, no more 
bears to hunt, so ••When Hoves&er com no one spoke of using 
Major de Spain's house*M^ The tension which bad existed be

tween the men as hunters and as owners, bankers and farmers, 

could no longer be sustained; they could not serve two masters, 
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for one Blaster was dead, John Lydenberg has pointed up this 

conflict in the nature of Major de Spain and the other men 

of Jefferson1 ”In their rapport with nature and their con* 

test with Old Ben, they regain the purity they have lost in 

the workaday world,*,* But as Southerners they are part of 
•that whole edifice intricate and complex and founded upon in* 
justice1$ they are part of that South that has bought and sold 

land and has held men as slaves. Their original sins have 
y alienated them irrevocably from nature,**

Tlius, although we are never told exactly why Major de 

Spain is willing to be a party to the destruction of the 

wilderness he had once loved, what pressures caused him to 

foresake the land, the implication is nevertheless clear: 

he is guilty of the same crime as Xkkemotubbe and Thomas Sutpen 

who had sold the land before him. When Ike, who goes to de 
Spain1s office to ask the use of the cabin for his last trip, 

encounters him behind a desk. Major de Spain Is a different 

man from the hunter of the wildernessj he is an owner, a business 

man, a man of civilisation, Ike wants to ask him to go with him:

••Maybe if you,,," His voice died. It was stopped, 
he never knew how because Major de Spain did not 
speak and it was not until his voice ceased that 
Major de Spain moved, turned back to the desk and 
the papers spread on it and even that without 
moving because he was sitting at the desk with a

7 "Nature Myth in Faulkner’s The Bear.” American Literature.
XXXV (March, 1952), p, 63.
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paper ia his band wbea the boy entered, the boy 
standing there looking down at the short plumpish 
grey»haired man in sober fine broadcloth and an 
i&maculate glazed shirt whoa he was used to seeing 
in boots and muddy corduroy, unshaven, sitting t 
the shaggy powerful long*hocked mare with the worm 
Winchester carbine across the saddlebow and the 
great blue dog standing motionless as bronze at the 
stirrup,••• Major de Spain did not look up again, 

"Ho, X will be too busy.”8

Too busy to hunt ever again, he can turn the land over to the 

sawmill, but not without some sense of guilt; and his guilt is 

all that remains to a man once a hunter who participated in 

ths wilderness life. Though critics have taken little notice 
of him. Major de Spain is one of Faulkner's truly tragic 

characters, a man who has lost his faith and sold his salva* 
tion to a sawmill.

Thus when Ike returns to his wilderness home, the sawmill 

is massed for the assault. “The doom of the wilderness was 

written plain; it would be killed by the tireless destructive* 

ness of the machines as surely as Ben was by the tireless 
destructiveness of Lion....” Arriving, at Hoke's, the tiny 

log*line junction, Ike is appalled by what he sees; he

looked about tn stwcked and grieved amazement even 
though he had had forewarning and had believed him* 
self prepared; a new planing-mill already half 
completed which would cover two or three acres and 
what looked like miles and miles of stacked steel 
rails red with the light bright rust of newness and

8CFM. p. 317.

^Hoses, “Where History Crosses Myth,” p, 27.
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of plied crossties sharp with creosote, and wire 
corrals and feedlng*troughs for two hundred mules 
at least and the tents for tneo who drove them:.*, 
he...did not look any more, mounted the log-train 
caboose with his gun and clinked into the cupola 
and looked no more save to the wilderness ahead 
within which he would be able to hide himself from it once more anyway.*0

The sense of finality gives this last return to the wilderness 

an autumnal, elegise tone, for Faulkner is writing a prose 

requiem for a dying world. And, as an accompaniment, con* 

stant and oanious, is the sound of the saws beginning their 

work.

As Ike boards the train for bls last ride, he is struck 

by the change he sees in what was once an innocuous, and 
even humorous, intrusion of civilisation

Ha watched the train1a head complete the first and 
only curve in the entire line’s length and vanish 
into the wilderness, dragging its length of train 
behind it so that it resembled a small dingy harm
less snake vanishing into weeds....It had been 
harmless once.••.But it was different now....this 
time it was as though the train....had brought with 
it into the doomed wilderness even before the actual 
axe the shadow and portent of the new mill not even 
finished yet and the rails and ties which were not 
even laid; and he knew now what he had known as soon 
as he saw Hoke’s this morning but had not yet thought 
into words: why Major de Spain had not coma back, 
and that after this time he himself, who had had to 
see it one time other, would return no more.12

p. 318.
11Faulkner includes here a short humourous anecdote of a 

bear cub who was playing on tte tracks when the first train 
penetrated the wilderness. The cub was so frightened by the 
noise of the whistle that it skimmed up a tree and stayed 
there for two days. Ibid.. pp. 319*20.

l2Ibid.e pp. 318*321.
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The train, like the saMnlll, is presented as one o£ the 

mechanical monsters of civilisation, and Ike significantly 

sees it as a snake, once hanuless, now deadly* This view of 

the train as snakc*like is not a casual cougar  Ison, but a 

metaphor wltich foreshadows bls encounter with the age*old 

syubol of evil, tiee serpent* Ike was to meet Bocm at the Gum 

Tree, but first ba goes to the grave where Sam and Lion and 

the paw of Old Ben lie burled* As he turns to leave,

he froze, iomobile, one foot just taking his weight,*•• 
not breathing, feeling again and as always the sharp 
shocking Inrush from when Issaac McCaslin long yet 
was not, and so it was fear all right but not fright 
as he looked down at it* It had not coiled yet and 
the buzzer had not sounded either, only one thick 
rapid c<mtraction, one loop cast sldoways as though 
merely for purchase from which the raised head might 
start slightly backx^ard.,.: the old one, ancient 
and accursed about the earth, fatal and solitary 
and he could smell it nowi the thin sick smell of 
rotting cucuorixers and something else which had no 
name, evocative of all knowledge and an old weari
ness and of pariah-hood and of death*

Ho stands motionless until the snake glides away slowly, leaving 

him

standing with one hand raised as Sam had stood that 
afternoon six years ago when Sast led hia into the 
wilderness and showed him and be ceased to be a 
child, speaking the old tongue which Sam bad spoken 
chat day without premeditation either: “Chief," be 
said: "Grandfather*H1^

^^Ibjd.* p« 329*

Wlbld.* p, 330*
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That the snake la an archetypal symbol of evil Faulkner 
leaves no doubts Ike*a apprehension of It is not merely per* 

sonal fear, but evokes the racial memory which fears the snake 

with a transcendent fear •• ''feeling again and as always the 

sharp shocking inrush from when Isaac McCaslin long yet was 

not.” As the bear was for him an archetype of all the wilder* 
neas virtues, the snake is an archetype of all the world’s 

evil and death* When asked, "what sort of symbol was the 

snake?” Faulkner replied, "The snake is the old grandfather, 

the old fallen angel, the unregeneraee immortalAs such 

he Is almost universally feared, and such fear, Jung argues, 

is instinctive. Instincts, he writes, are dispositions to 

behave according to certain patterns which, like the arche* 

types, have been Instilled by primordial experiences of the 
race.^ Thus this fear is an archetypal response to an arche* 

typal symbol, corresponding “to the mentality of the primitive, 

whose language possesses no abstractions [to express the con

cept of evil],"

The dream of the snake reveals a fragment of psychic 
activity that has nothing to do with the dreamer as 
a modern individual. It functions at a deeper level,,,. 

The snake-motif is certainly not an Individual 
acquisition of the dreamer, for snake-dreams are very 
common among city dwellers who have never probably seen a snake,*?
^^Quoted in Frederick 1>. Gwynn and Joseph L. ELotner, 

Faulkner in the University (Charlottesville, Va,, 1959), p, 2,
16

Forks. VIII, pp, 130, 133-34,
l7IMd.. pp, 147-48,
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Frew the earliest time the snake has symbolised evil, 

the dark force which threatens man with destruction* As such 
a symbol he appears In much of the world’s mythology* In 

Judeo-Christian myths the serpent as Satan brought about man’s 

fall from Eden, while In the myths of Persia It Is the serpent 

who stole from Gilgamesh the elixir of life* In Egyptian 
mythology, the serpent’s bite Inflicts the fatal wound on Ra 

as It does tn Russian mythology on Oleg, the sun»hero* Among 

the Attecs Quelsacoatl, the serpent deity. Is pictured as a 

devourer of men* Such a catalogue of the role of the serpent 
la the world’s ancient religions could be extended, but the 

fact seems clear that the snake Is a universal symbol of the 

evil force at work In the world* Like the bear, the snake 

has always fascinated primitive man, partly because of its 
strmge serpentine movement idiich suggests a "devouring and 

entwining animal*** The fact that in Its polscmous sting 

or crushing colls lurks physical death marks him as the arche* 

type of spiritual death as well, "the evil principle Incar* 

nate***, persisting yet as a reminder of the radical evil 
19 Implicit la the beginning of things*"

Faulkner thus equates the train with the snake, so that 

"the snake who stole life from man*• .is the prototype of the

18Jung, The Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious In 
The Collected. Works* IX, pt* 2, p* 82*

19Altenbernd, "A Suspended Moment,", p* 581* 
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logging train which devours the wilderness,The ancient 

symbol of evil is fused with the taoderl symbol of destruction. 

Yet Ike salutes the snake in the old tongue taught him by 

Sam Fathers, seeming thus in some way to acknowledge his kin* 

ship to the archetype of evil, Vhy?

The critics at this point have either ignored the problem 

or given answers not wholly satisfactory. Some see the salu

tation as meaning that Ike cannot escape his heritage} he is, 

like it or not, the grandsom of his grandfather, a child 

born into a sin from which he cannot escape, Alexander Kern 

writes,,"When, in part five, Isaac encounters the threatening 

rattlesnake,,,and addresses it automatically in the old tongue,,, 
he is seen as Sam’s son but with a difference,,,, Ike, if he 

is not accepting the evil in nature, is certainly saying that 

he is grandson of Carothers McCaslin, a son of the Christian 

world, and not the cooplete inheritor of the wilderness ethic, 

But if the snake is a purely Christian symbol and Ike, when 

confronted with it, accepts his part in the original sin it 

symbolizes, why then does he later repudiate the heritage of 

his grandfather and refuse to participate in the sins of owner
ship and misegenatlonT Why does he address the snake in tbs 
old primitive tongue of the wildernesst Kern’s statement does

20Ucley, **Fride and Humility,* p, 241, 

21’llyth and Symbol in Faulkner’s ’The Bear,’* p, 157,
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not deal with these difficulties*

John Longley offers a different explanations

The serpent,••aunt appear at thia cxxnent because 
the Wilderness, Eden*lika as it is, is not Eden 
but a part of the fallen world. Evil is in the 
world, even in the Eden of the wilderness. Con* 
currently, the snake is a sacred, totemic animal 
and entitled to its place there,,,,Only after the 
snake is gone does Ike realize that he has been 
standing with his hand raised In the ritual gesture 
and has spoken the words in the old tongue he 
learned from Sami "Chief.,,Grandfather,* He 
is saved from death by the same inexplicable 
rapport that caused Old Ben to spare him; he is 
recognized as one of the initiate Wilderness 
creatures and is safe from harm. On his part, Ike 
acknowledges the snake, who is shuultMieously 
sacred and a disinherited outcast, like Oedipus or 
tolloctetes, -Thus Ike accepts the reality of evil 
in the world,**

This passage strikes me as rather confused, but Longley semes 

to be saying that Ike accepts some kind of Manichean view of 

the world, that the wilderness has both a good and evil del th 

the bear and the snake *• and that Ike accepts the evil in the 

wilderness as co*existing with the good. Such a view would 
explain, perhaps, Ike’s salute to the snake, but one wonders 

if the wilderness always contained the evil principle or if 

the snake, like the train and the sawmill, poses its threat 
only after Old Ben’s death, Was Ike deluded in thinking his 

wilderness Eden was free from the evil and corrupticm of the 
civilized world!

Tr*"fe p, 94
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Neither Kero1! nor Longley*3 explanation !• very satis* 

lying, but it may be that no totally satisfactory logical 
explanation can bo found for what is, like Ike's vision of 

the bear, essentially a mystical experience. However, certain 

things seem to me to be clear. The wilderness, as long as 

Ben lived and was hunted, was not a part of the fallen, 

civilised world, but a sacred place of primitive values, tite 
uncorrupted, but not uncorruptible, Eden of Ike's boyhood. 

The snake, like its modern cowaterpart the train, posed no 

threat as long as the hunters chose to preserve the primitive 

virtues of the wilderness, but when they acquiesced in its 

destruction, the snake became a potent force. It now can 

devour the wilderness symbolically as the train and the saw* 

mill will devour it literally. Ike, who realises that the 

serpent has entered Eden, not so much to cause the fall but 
as a result of man's choice to fall, sees In it the sins of 

Ikkeaotubbe CrChief1’) and Carothers McCaslin (''Grandfather**) 

which have corrupted even the hunters.

Still, this explanation leaves two questions unanswered: 

why does Ike speak in the old tongue and is he accepting the 

dominion of the snake over him. To answer tltese questions, X 

can only suggest a certain complex Irony. Ike, when confronted 

suddenly by the snake, realises the great power it has over the 

defenseless wilderness. As he is himself a child born into the 
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cor nipttoo it symbollzea, he would also be vulnerable to its 

deadly bite were it not that he had been reborn as a child of 

the wilderness bear* His salvation is then both a recognition 

of the ancient power of the snake and a rejection of Its power 

over him; by speaking la the primitive language he demonstrates 

to the snake that he alone refuses to let the primitive virtues 

die and to accept a place in the civilised world* The snake 

is thus powerless to harm him*
Such a reading substantiates the efficacy of Ike's ini* 

tiatioa into the wilderness, allowing him to acknowledge evil 

without accepting it* His vision of the bear is sufficient 

to sustain him now against the vision of the snake* His 

salutaticm is a kind of exorcism of the archetypal serpent in 

the primitive tongue; though the wilderness, from which he 

gained his vision, is doomed, Ike has assimilated Its values 

to protect himself from the evil of his Grandfather*
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The last scene o£ The Bear drives home the full lepact 

of the end of the wilderness life, for the last encounter ws 

have Is not with Ike, idx> has accepted the death of the priml 

tlve way of life and has the moral vision to live surrounded 

if untouched by civilisation, but of Boon who is a man lost 

without bls dog, his bear, his woods. After his encounter 

with the snake, Ike slowly becomes aware that he can bear Na 

scMMid as though someone were hannering a gun-barrel against 
a piece of railroad iron,**^^ and he follows the sound until 

he comes to the Gum Tree.
At first glance the tree seemed to be alive with 
frantic squirrels* There appeared to be fourty 
or fifty of them leaping and darting from branch 
to branch until the whole tree bad become <me green 
maelstrom of mad leaves, while from time to time, 
singly or in twos or threes, squirrels would dart 
down the trunk then whirl without stopping and rush 
back up again as though sucked violently back by 
the vacuum of their fellow^s frenzied vortex* Then 
he saw Bocm, sitting, his back against the trunk, 
his head bent, hammering furiously at some thing on 
his lap* Khat be hammered with was the. barrel of 
his dlsnjsnbered gun, what he hammered at was the 
breech of it* Tte rest of the giai lay scattered 
about him in a half-dozen piroes while he beat over 
the piece on his lap his scarlet and streaming wal
nut face, hammering the disjointed barrel against 
the gun-breech with the frantic abandon of a madman. 
He didn’t even look up to see who it was* Still

Pe 330*
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haoraering, he merely shouted back at the boy in 
a hoarse atraxigled voice t 

"Get out of here! Don’t touch thorn! Dtm’fc 
touch a one of them! They’re mine2"2^

The picture is one of greet patiiosi the hunter vho had the 

courage and the strength to struggle with and kill Old Ben 

reduced to a petulant frenzy over a tree full of squirrels. 
His frantic cry, ,,Doa’t touch them!...They*re mine!** seems 

to indicate that Boon too now suffers the delusion of owner* 

ship, having lost all sense of the freedom and plenty of the 

old wilderness* Utley speaks for most critics when he says 
that Boon’s **mad cry Is of greed, directed toward his best 

hunsn friend Ike; the craving is for the pride of possession, 

the vice which has destroyed the wilderness,But such an 

Interpretation ignores another, and X believe better, reading 

of what Boon is doing; he is destroying his gun.

In the first version of this incident that Faulkner wrote, 
in the story *Xion,M Boon does seem to be trying to put his 

gun back together, but in the revised version for The Bear. 

he seems not to want to reassemble the gun but to destroy It. 

He wants not to kill the squirrels out of some greedy sense of 

ownerchip, but to protect thea as the last vestiges of the 

wilderness; and we must remember that when he shouts at the

24Ibid.. pp* 330*31*
25MPride and Humility,*’ p. 248,
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intmder, he does not look up to see who it is* Be is not 

trying out in greed against his best friend, rather, as 

Cleanth Brooks has written, "Boon, too, senses that the old 

world has been lost, and in a kind of desperation be would 

hold on to •• would frantically fend others esey from •• the 

tree full of squirrels which represents something of the 
26 abundance and freedom of the old wilderness•"

Those who are familiar with Faulkner •a own explanation 

of this incident ** "He was trying to get a janmed shell out 

to make it fire, and didn’t want anybody else to shoot the 
squirrels'* ••27 oay object to Professor Brook’s interprets* 

tlon, but it seems to me obvious that Faulkner, for what ever 
reason, was mistaken in assigning such a meaning to Boon’s 

action: beating the breech of the gun with its barrel "with 
the frantic abandon of a macknan'1 can hardly be construed as 

trying to unjam the shell. Technically, the shell of a shot* 

gun is not in the breech but in the chamber behind the barrel

26Vllliaq Faulkner, p. 271«
27xhls Interpretation was given to a class at the Univer* 

slty of Virginia in answer to s student’s question* Here la 
the full exchangei 
Q* "In the final scene of The Bear. Boon is sitting under the 
tree with the squirrels, doing something with his shotgun* It’s 
not clear to me whether ha is destroying hie shotgun or trying 
to put it back together*" 
A* "It had jammed* He was trying to get a jatacaed shell out 
to make it fire, and he didn’t want anybody else to shoot the 
squirrels* He was under the tree tdiere the squirrels couldn’t 
get out of It and be didn’t want anybody else to shoot the 
squirrels until he could get his gun fixed*" Faulkner in the 
University, pp* 7*8*
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and no amount: of beating would serve to dislodge itj only 

pushing the shell through the barrel with a gun rod would
28 accomplish that* Boon is obviously not trying to repair

the gun but to destroy it, as if by such destruction he could 

in some way regain, or at least preserve, his dying wilder* 

ness world*

For it is only when Boon, like Ike, returns to the wil

derness for this last trip that he realizes

For the first time in his childlike way the full 
impact that the lunger company operations will have 
upon him, upod the woods he loves, upon the game be 
loves to hunt, and upon the only way of life known 
to him. In a way the gim tree filled with squirrels 
represents the woods, the game, the hunt rolled into 
a ball •• the last of all the countless trees, the 
last game of all the dead past's wonderful game, the 
last hunt for Boon of all the wonderful hmts of the 
past, the last of.everything, the last of all, the last, last, last,2^

Tims Boon seeks desperately to preserve thio last pitiful 

remant of what once had been a noble way of life.

The Gum Tree full of squirrels and the pathetic child 

minded man haamering away at his useless gun are symbolic of 

the end of the wilderness archetype itself* The sawmill and 

the train literally and the snake symbolically will destroy 

It* And only Ike, with bls memory of a dead bear and freedom 

it had once given, is left to stand against the evil of the

^^This information was given to me in a telephone conver
sation with a gunsmith at the Deep River Armory, August 13, 
1965.

29 Bell, WA Footnote to Faulkner's 'The Bear,"*, p* 183* 
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devouring snake of civilisation, not in the hope of defeating 

it, but <mly In the hope of repudiating and enchirlng.



CHAPTER SIX

A HOMI

The Bear la essentially romntlc fiction, and Ike as a 

young man la a romantic character, perhspa the most romantl* 
deed character In Faulkner’a canon# He seems almost a figure 

out of myth, a kind of wlldemesa prince whose kingdom is 

destroyed at the moment he was to have ascended the throne* 
‘•nevertheless he did not abdicate, but waited..,,”^ like 

some deposed Hapsburg who has no eoplre but who resolutely, 

and pathetically, maintains his tradition, true to a dead 
heritage* Ike’s gesture of repudiation on his twenty-first 

birthday and his subsequent life of self-denial are an attempt 

to maintain in an alien world a way of life, a set of values, 

idilch la romantic, nostalgic, quixotically sad. Be choses 

the life of a carpenter

not In stere static and hopeful emulation of the 
Kasarene as the young gambler buys a spotted shirt 
because the old gambler won In emo yesterday, but 
(without the arrogance of false hiaallity and with
out the false hundtleness of pride, who intended to 
earn his bread, didn’t especially want to earn it 
but had to earn it and for more than Juat bread) 
because if the Kaaarene had found carpentering good 
for the life and ends Be had assumed and elected to • 
serve, it would be all right too for Isaac McCaslin*

Closes, ’Were History Crosses Myth,” p* 33* 

p* 309*
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By leading such a life he hopes to escape the corruption of 

Carothers McCaslin and the South, the corruption of dvlllsa* 

tlon; and on this vague hope The Bear ends.
But any evaluation of the meaning of Isaac McCaslin1a 

life and the myth of the primitive wilderness cannot be based 

tS>OQ H15 S£2£ alone, for in ••Delta Autiran,” the story which

SSL Down* Moses follows The Bear. Faulkner writes of the 
end of Ike’s life, of what his hope becomes in reality. In 

this sequel "The romantic theme now completely absent, or 

rather exorcised,” writes Herbert Perluck, there "clearly 
follows the full, harrowing, shuddering discoveries of ’The 
Bear. ”’3 For "Delta Autumn" is starkly, painfully realistic 

in showing what became of Ike’s romantic dream; Faulkner does 

not allow him to live hopefully ever after, and any reading 

o* SH would be Incomplete, even dishonest, if it did 

not deal with Isaac McCaslin as he nears eighty.

The full Implications of "Delta Autumn” are difficult to 

relate in a summary of its action. The tone is different from 

The Bear which was mythical and mystical, systolic and romantic. 

This difference is stressed by the change in the hunt and the 

hunters, and in Ike himself.

^"’The Heart’s Driving Cocylexlty,’" p. 34.
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Kow they vent in cars, driving faster and faster 
each year because roads were better and they had 
farther and farther to drive, the territory in which 
gaiae still existed drawing Inward as his life was 
drawing inward, until now he was the last of those 
who had once made the journey In wagons without 
feeling it and now those who accompanied him were 
the sons and even the grandsons of the men who had 
ridden for twenty*four tours in the rain or sleet 
behind the steaming mules* They called him "Uncle 
IkeM now, and he no longer told anyone how near 
eighty he actually was*,***

These new hunters are modern men who know nothing of the old 

wilderness mystique nor of its primitive values. One of them 
Is Roth Edmonds, the son of Ikets cousin, McCaslin, and owner 

of the estate that would have been Ike’s, He is a selfish, 

callous man, a picture of what Ike, perhaps, might have be* 

come without Sam Fathers. The c«itrast is pointed up by an 

exchange between the two mem on their first night incempt

"Times are different now," another said, 
"There was game here then,"

•'Yes," the old man said quietly, "There was 
game here then,",,,

"And better men hunted it," Edmonds said,,,. 
But again the old man looked sharply across at the 
sullen, handsome, brooding face which appeared now 
darker and store sullen still in the light of the 
smoky lanters, "Go on. Say it,"

"I didn’t say that," toe old man said. "There 
are good men everywhere, at all times. Most sien 
are. Some are just unlucky, but most men are a 
little better than their circumstances given thma 
a chance to be. And I’ve known some that even dr* 
cumstances couldn’t stop.",,.

"So you’ve lived almost eighty years," Edmonds

4S21» PP- 335*36
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said* "And that’s vhat you finally learned about 
the other aaioals you live araong. X suppose the 
question to ask you la, where have you been all 
the time you were deadtH5

Roth’s charge la that Ike has lived his life In a dream world 

and that his Ideals are predicated on a meaningless belief; 

la he right?

We are given the answer In an encotmter that Ike has in 

the hunting camp with a young woman, a llght-sklnned Begro 
who has been Roth’a mistress and by whom he has fathered a 

child, a son* She comes to the caop to show Roth the boy, 

but he avoids her, leaving an envelope full of money with 

Xke to give to her* Confronting Ike, she tells him that she 

too la a McCaslin descendant and a Negro.
“You’re a nigger!*

“Yes,* she said* “James Beauchamp •« you called 
him Jennie’s Jim though he had a name •• was my grand* 
father, I said you were Uncle Isaac**

“And be (Roth] knows?"
“No,” she said* ,*What good would that have done?* 
“But you did,* he cried, “But you did. Then

what do you expect here?*
“Nothing**
“Then why did you come here? Youa said you were 

waiting la Aluschaskima yesterday and he saw you. 
Why did you come this morning?*

“I’m going back North* Back home. My cousin 
brought h» up the day before yesterday In his boat.
He’s going to take me on to Leland to get the train.* 

“Then go,* he said* Thea he cried again la that 
thin not loud and grieving voice; “Get out of here!
X can do nothing for you! Can’t nobody do nothing 
for you!*6

5Ibid., p. 345.
6Ibld.* p. 361*
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He gives her the eaoney, the same payment that hla grandfather 

had oade to his Kegro children whom he would not acknowledge 

as of his blood. So the crime is repeated, the McCaslin 

curse re-enacted, and Ike Is enmeshed in it again, unable to 
escape, "The whole scene is dominated by Ike’s sense of the 

completion of the tragic circle of wrong-doing which Old 

Carothers had begun, and by his awareness that his own act of 
repudiation has been rendered meaningless by Roth’s initiation 
of a new onward movement through time,**^ The shock and out* 

rage that Ike feels extend like a chasm behind and before him, 

a chasm of emptiness. The whole raison of his life has come 

to nothing. And his anger is directed at the woman who stands 
before him not as an Individual but as a syabol of his family’s 

curse, both a victim and a propagator of It.
“That’s right, Co back Sorth, Marry: a man in 
your own race. That’s the only salvation for you — 
for a idille yet, maybe a long while yet. We will 
have to wait. Marry a black man. You are young, 
handsome, almost white $ you could find a black man 
who would see in you what it was you saw in him, 
idio would ask nothing of you and expect less and 
get even still less than that, if it’s revenge you 
want. Then you will forget all this, forget it 
ever happened, that he ever existed until he 
could stop it at last and did, sitting there in his 
huddle of blankets during the instant when, without 
moving at all, she biased silently domn on him. 
Then that was gone too. She stood in the gleaming

^Michael Millgate, William Faulkner (Hew York, 1961), 
p, 79,
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and still dripping slicker, looking quietly down at 
him from under the sodden hat.

"Old tnan,” she said, "have you lived so long 
and forgotten so ouch that you donlt remember any* 
thing you ever knew or felt or even heard about lovet,,8

This confrontation is thought by most readers to be the 
climactic test of 6ke,s life, and ha fails it* The old man ve 

see here is a far cry from the young boy of The Bear, hopeful 

that his wilderness initiation would protect him from the 

evils of the civilization he had repudiated. But he seems to 

have fallen victim of the prejudices that arose out of owner* 

ship and slavery, to have acquiesced in the exploitation of 

the Negro, the curse which lay like a pall over the South.

Critical assessments are almost unanimous in declaring 

Ike a failure in that his act of renunciation in no way 
ameliorated the conditions of the land or the Negro.® Faulkner 

himself, in the moralizing tone that characterized most of his

8Gm. p. 363.

®A few critics have opposed this view, mainly, X feel, be* 
cause they have not faced the issue squarely. R. W. B. Lewis 
sees The Bear as a story of moral regeneration, which it is, 
but twe ignores the consequences of that regeneration in "Delta 
Autumn." The Pfenreflrtue Snfnt. Walter J. Taylor writes, "Ike 
is living evidence of the fact that in the old days. Cod planted 
in the midst of the land he cursed a means of escape from the 
curse. The Inference is that Faulkner Is optimistic on the 
subjects...if Cod could evolve one Ike, he could evolve another 
one." ,,Let My People Got The White Man’s Heritage In Go 
Down Moses." Fauth Atlantic Quarterly. LVIII (Winter, 1959), 
p. 30. But such a statement begs the question of tdwither or 
not Ike does provide a means of escaping the curse through his 
act of repudiation.
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later public statetocnta, declared Ike a social failure, the 
kind of man vho says, 'This is rotten, I don’t like it, X 

can’t do anything about it, but at least I’m not going to 

participate in it myself*•••What ve need are people who will 
aay. Thia is bad end I’m going to do southing about it, X’a 
going to change it.M^® And John Longley adopting this point 

of view, writes that Ike’s wtragedy grows not out of the 

saintliness of his personal rectitude but out of the failure 

of his lonely and lifelong passion to make that santliness and 

rectitude operate dynamically and forcefully to do good in the 
lives of others.”^ Ruel foster goes even farther by accusing 

Xke not only of not resisting evil but of promoting it: Mhis 

adult withdrawal into the remnants of the wilderness was an 

attempt to evade his own responsibilities*.••Xke fails to 

exercise the norms he learned from nature in civilisation it* 

self; thus he contributes in someway to the continuing dis* 
order of the world,1*^

^^Quoted in Gwynn and Blotner, Faulkner in the Universi tv. 
p. 246. Cf. also Cynthia Grenier, **An Interview with William 
Faulkner,” Acc<-rt. XVI (Summer, 1956), p. 175.

“ss Saals. Bask, p- w. 
12"Social Order and Disorder in Faulkner’s Fiction," 

Approach. No. 55 (Spring, 1965), p. 28. Such a view seems to 
be most prevalent among critics and similar statements of It 
can be found in a number of places: Melvin Backman^ "Sickness 
and Primitivism: A Dominant Pattern in Williaai Faulktwr’s Work," 
Accent. XIV (Winter, 1954), p. 73; Frederick J. Hoffman, William 
Faulkner (New York, 1961), p. 78; Perluck, "’The Heart’s Driving 
Complexity,’" pp. 24*25; Olga Vickery, The Novels of William 
Faulkner (Baton Rouge, La., 1959), p. 133.
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Against such charges only Neal Woodruff has attempted 

an adequate defense of Iket

On the day after his explanation to McCaslin 
Edmonds, he moves frco the plantation to a rented 
room in town. He buys carpenter's tools and goes 
to work with his bands. In a sense, he can do no 
wore, for the evil ha perceives is not something 
to be eradicated by supporting a cause, joining a 
movement, or preaching a gospel; it is an indivi
dual matter of "the heart's truth” being obscured 
by "the heart's driving complexity," a failure not 
subject to correction by organizations or rational persuasion.^

Hie implicit question to the other critics — and it Is a 

good one — is, what more could Ike do? By bis example of a 

life of renunciation and abnegation, by bis refusal to profit 

from an evil system, has he not done all be can? But I think 
that beyond the charges that Ike's life changed nothing and 

Woodruff's defense lies an even more basic problem; granted 

that Ike was powerless to save others from the curse of civil! 
zation's evils, could he save even biroself? In sending the 

girl away, has be not canceled out a life of atonement for 
Carothers' sin and negated the very values that Sam had taught 

him in the wilderness?

I am not arguing here, as Olga Vickery does, that what 

Isaac "oould not forgive in Carothers McCaslin, be accepts 
without hesitation in Roth Edmcmdo,"^ for such a statement

^'"Tbe Bear* and Faulkner's Moral Vision,** pp. 55-56. 
14The Novels of William Faulkner, p. 134.
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seems to roe totally Incorrect; if anything Ike is more horri

fied by Roth’s act than by Carothers’. Rather I am arguing 

that Ike’s failure lies in refusing to accept a Ztegro as of 

one blood with himself. He does not see the woman as a person, 

but as a thing, a Negro — as Carothers had seen Tomy. In the 

wilderness a roan was only a man not a color, and Ike betrays 

his wilderness vision by seeing the color and not the person. 

And this — not the failure to cure the blindness in others, 
but the loss of his own moral sight — is Isaac McCaslin’s 

tragedy.
And yet something still remains of the wilderness vision 

of his youth: a horn. A horn that had once sunsrooned a race 
of hunters to the hunt, the last remnant of Ike’s lost world. 

And this he gives to the child In whom McCaslin blood is mixed.

’There,H he said harshly, in the thin and shaking old 
man’s voice. On the nail there. The tent-pole.”

•’What?” she said.
'The horn!" be said harshly. 'The horn.” She 

went and...lifted down the horn, the one which General 
Compson had left him in his will, covered with the un
broken skin from a buck’s shank and bound with silver.

"What?" she said. "It’s his. Take it.”13

I have said that "Delta Autumn" is realistic rather than 
Symbolic, yet the great significance of Ike’s gesture here can 

be appreciated only if we understand the symbolic purpose of

15GDM, pp. 362-63.
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the horn, for, as the horn is all that remains of the primitive 

wilderness, it is fitting that it should be the single arche
typal symbol of the story. It is Ike’s private archetype.

Such a phrase may seem a contradiction in terms, but tt«re is 

nothing else to call it, for in this horn are distilled all 

of the primitive virtues of the wilderness. Just as the wilder 

ness itself is gone, so the possibility of a great universal 

archetype is gone. The horn alone remains.

I do not contend that the horn is an archetypal symbol in 

the fortaal sense that I have set forth and yet, as John Longley 

writes, "it was a hunting honn and as such stirs the memory of 

the reader, at whatever subconscious level, with echoes of
16 other sagas and heroes — Beowulf or Roland or Seigfried."

It is thus a symbol of all the heroes and heroic possibilities 

of life, of the kind of life that the wilderness once offered. 

Ike has failed to measure up to the heroic life and he knows 

it, knows it bitterly; perhaps be gives away the born feeling 

that he is no longer worthy of it. Yet there is more to the 

born: it io a symbol of hope. Michael Millgate sees more than 

most of the critics the significance of Ike’s gift: ‘*rhe pre* 

santation of the horn marks a deliberate attecpt on Faulkner's 

part to merge the wilderness theme with the white-Negro theme,

^^The Tragic Mask, p. 85.
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just as past and future are merged in the person of the new

born child. The hunting horn, a symbol of the wilderness 

and of what initiation into the secrets of the wilderness 

means, is given up to a new generation which will not know
17 what these things signify....” True, the new generation

may never know anything of the life Ike has lost and be 

realizes that; yet the horn is all that he has left, all

that he can give the child. Ike had said of the Negro many 

jwars before,

...they will endure. They are better than we are. 
Stronger than we are. Their vices are vices aped 
from white men or that white men and bondages have 
taught them...And their virtues...Endurance...and 
pity and tolerance and forebearance and fidelity.... 
And more: what they got not only not from white 
people but not even despite white people because .. they had it already from the old free fathers.... 0

Perhaps, then, in some way — in some mystical way that Ike 

himself does not understand — the wilderness virtues will be 

preserved in this Negro child to whom the born is given.

Otis Wheeler has written of the two wilderness stories in

Go Down, Moses: ”As for the question of where man is to turn 

for spiritual renewal when the wilderness is gone, there seems

to be no solution: we are apparently to be a race of Roth

Edmondses. This is a negative philosophy, a prophecy of

^^William Faulkner, p. 81.
18CDM, pp. 294-93.
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19decline.*’ Against the decline of a whole civilisation,

against the death of all the values he holds dear, Ike can 

offer only a horn from a past time. The great romantic 

dream which began The Bear ends with this pitiful festure. 

The horn is a feeble hope, but there is no other.

•Faulkner1 s Wilderness/* p. 134.
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II

Some critics have seen The Bear as the turning point in 
Faulkner’s career, his first work of affirmation after a series 

of stark tragedies, but I believe just the opposite is true. 

As a history of the South, "a land primed for fatality,** and 

by symbolic implication of the Western world. The Bear stands 
as Faulkner’s roost pessimistic work, the deepest of his tragic 

visions. The greed and selfish ambition which figure so cen

trally in The Sound and the Fury and Absalom, Absalom! reach
20 their logical culmination in the destruction of the wilderness. 

The Jason Compsons, Thomas Sutpens, Carothers McCaslins, with 

their plantations and banks, trains and sawmills, are modern 

men in modern civilisation, the devouring snake of rapacity.
Just as Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha woods reflect a general 

social attitude toward civilization, so the destruction of the 

woods by the train and sawmill reflects a general attitude 

toward history. Otis Whfeeler has written of Faulkner that **As 

a twentieth-century man, his thinking Is no longer conditioned 

by an implicit faith In the progress of western civilization. 

If anything, an unconscious assumption of the decline of the 
west is the conditioning fact."^^ This Spenglerlan sense of

20Cf. Cany be11 and Foster, William Faulkner, pp. 75-76.
^"Faulkner’s Wilderness,” p. 136.
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the decline o£ the weetern world permeates The Bear, so much 

so that to call it an unconscious assvsuption is to understate 

its importance. The whole structure of modern civilization, 

riddled with its evil and corruption, atends poised to crash 

down around the heads of the men who have jerrybuilt it. '’No 

wonder,” Ike thinks at the end of "Delta Autumn," "the ruined 

woods X used to know don't cry for retribution!...The people 
22 who have destroyed it will accomplish its revenge.*'

Faulkner, Irving Howe writes, "despite his modernistic 

techniques, is a writer seriously estranged from his time.... 
[He writes] out of a sense of the terribleness of history."*'* 

In his use of archetypal symbols, Faulkner has sought not so 

much to escape from his own time, from history, as to set 

forth an ideal world by which history can be judged. By this 

ideal standard •• the life of the primitive wilderness — 

modern history is seen to be a chronicle of decline, and of 

more than decline, of the triumph of evil. Thia sense of 

history as failure accounts for Faulkner's unique use of the 

archetypes $ by definition they are eternal symbols of man's 

deepest nature, his truest self, yet In The Bear the possi

bility of the archetypal life is ended, destroyed by the modern

22GDM. p. 364.
2\llliam Faulkner, pp. 96-97.
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world. Jung protested that 'The gods cannot and oust not 

die”; but in The Bear they do die and herein lies the tragedy 

of our time. If they are to be resurrected, it will be only 

if the generation of the little child comes to understand the 
symbolic significance of Ike's only gift to give, the born.
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